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Abstract

The paoer describes the ACT theory of learning . The theory is

embod ied as a computer simulation progran that makes predictions about

human learning of various cognitive skills such as language fluency,

study skills for social science texts, problem—solving skills in

mathematics, and computer programning skills. The learning takes place

within the ACT theory of’ the perform ance of such skills. This theory

involves a propositional network representation of general factual

knowledge and a production system representation of procedural I~ owledge.

Skill learning mainly involves addition and modification of the

productions. There are five mechanisms by which this takes place :

designation , strengthening , generalization , discrimination , and

composition . Each of these five learning mechanisms is discussed in

detail and related to available data in procedural learning .7 Designation

is the process by which one production can designate another . The power

of the designating production is postulated to var y with sophistication

of the learner in the domain to be learned . Strengthening is the process

by which successful production s gradually acquire more control over the

processing resources . This mechanism is related to the available data

about how a skill gradually becomes automatic . Generalization is the

process by which productions extend their range of application beyond the

domain for which they were originally designated . This mechanism nicely

accounts for phenomena in language acquisition and concept develornent.

Discrimination is a corrective mechanism by which the range of
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overgeneral productions is restricted . This mechanism is used to explain

• phenomena in language acquisition and how problem—solving skills , such as
I

in mathematics , evolve specialized submethods. Composition is the

process by which multiple productions can combine into a single

production. It explains the Einstellun g effects in problem—solving.

Finally, we discuss the difficulties we have encountered working with the

current ACT learning systems and the projected changes in ACT to deal

with these problems .

2
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This paper describes the theory of learning that we have been

developing within the franework of the broader ACT theory. The paper is

divided into ten sections. The first three provide the background to the

current work and its philosophy. The fourth section gives an overview of

the ACT theory. The next five sections describe various aspects of the

learning theory. The last section describes the future prospects of this

• • model. Depending on your dispositions as a reader, you may want to start

at Section 14 or Section 5.

1 What is Learning?

We are interested in understanding learning . This is a much

neglected area of research in recent cognitive psychology. Our

methodology has been to develop a computer simulation mode?., called ACT,

which is capable of learning the sane cognitive skills as a human . This

model leads to pred ictions which can be tested against both existing data

and data that we collect. The results of this empirical testing lead to

improvements in the model. The function of this paper is to set forth

the initial structure of our learning model and ind icate the beginning

contact that we have made between the model and empirical data . But

before doing this we would like to provide a brief rev iew of past and

current perceptions of learning in order to provide some perspective from

which to view our research. We will consider a number of concepts and

distinctions that have been used in discussions of learning . Although

these concepts and distinctions point in the direction of interesting

3
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questions, we will find that they are not sufficiently sharp to guide our

own research .

1.1 Def’initicn

Learning is a notoriously difficult term to define. The classic

behavioral definition in psychology is like the one in Hilgard & Bower

( 1966):

Learning is the process by which an activity
originates or is changed through reacting to an
encountered situation , provided that the
characteristics of the change in activity cannot be
explained on the basis of native response tendencies ,
maturation , or temporary states of the organism
(e.g.,  fatigue , drugs , etc.) .  (p.2)

This definition has many inadequacies as is ac4~ owledged in such textbook

discussions. The basic problem is to rigorously apply such a definition

to diagnosing whether various behavioral changes are learning or non—

learning. For instance , by the above definition , forgetting due to

interference would be classi fied as learning——and this does not seem

right.

The problem is that our judgments about what behavioral changes

constitute learning rely on our intuitions about the theoretical

mechanisms underlying the behavioral changes. Thus it does not seem

possible to have a purely behavioral , non—theoretical definition of

learning . The problem of definition is somewhat more tractable j n the

context of a theory of the mechanisms that underlie the behav ioral

14
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changes . Certain processes in the theory can be legislated as learning

processes while others can be legislated as non—learning . The output of

the learning processes is , naturally enough, learning and the output of

the non—learning process is not learning. However , there are still a

number of potential problems with such a definition of learning . First ,

of course , it is only as good as the theory and will become obsolete when

the theory does. Second , it may not be possible to d iagnose a particular

• behavior as learning or non—learning . It is tyDical of current cognitive

theories that there are many mechanisms that could be underlying a single

phenomenon . This richness of mechanism is demanded by the richness of

human cognition , but it makes it hard to decide what processes are

operating at any point. A third problem with a theoretical definition is

that it may not correspond well with our ore—theoretical intuitions about

what is learning. For instance, we may have the strong intuition that

sometimes the action of a theoretical mechanism is to produce learning

and sometimes it does not. That is, the theory’s division of behavior

into basic mechanisms may not line up with our intuitive division of

behav ior into learning and non—learning .

1.2 Accretion Restructuring and Tuning

The c t ificulties with both the behavioral and theoretical

definitions of learning suggest the futility of trying to develop a

theory of learning that treats learning as a unified concept. This is

reinforced by the growing realization in cognitive psychology that there

5
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are some important distinctions to be made among phenomena that are

sometimes lumped together umder the category of learning . Runeihart &

Norman (1976) have made distinctions between three modes of learning that

they call accretion , tuning, and restructuring. Accretion they equate

with learning of facts . It is most like the kind of learning studied

• intensively during the past two decades under the rubrics of “verbal

learning” and “human memory.” It can be thought of as writing data into a

memory without implying any structural changes in the memory system .

Relative to the other two kinds of learning , accretion is a rapid

process. One can acquire permanently a new fact after less than a

m inute ’s study.

The processes of restructuring and tuning occur over longer

periods of time than does accretion. They affect the creation and

transformation of schemata. Schemata are the structures postulated by

Runelhart and Norman to be responsible for interpreting - new information

and storing these interpretations in memory. That is , schemata are the

structures responsible for accretion. So, in part, restructuring and

tuning are concerned with phenomena that would have been called “learning

to learn” in an earlier era in psychology.

Restructuring refers to the creat ion of new schemata to deal with

new phenomena. Presun~~ly, language acquisition would be an example , par

excellence , of restructur ing in that it involves the acquisition of the

ability to interpret previously uninterpretable word strings. Tuning is

the process by which a schema is changed to make it perform better. An

6
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instance of tuning would be the process by which a child adjusts his rule

for ‘s pluralization so that it will only apply to regular nouns.

Runel hart and Norm an take a somewhat polemical stance and refer to tuning

and restructuring as “real learning” in contrast to accretion .

- 
• 1.3 Instruction vs. Induction

A distinction that has been important to us is the distinction

between learning by discovery versus learning through instruction . This

is similar to, but not identical with, the distinction drawn by Rumelhart

& Norman between restructuring and tuning on one hand versus accretion or

the other hand . Learning by discovery refers to those situations where a

concept or procedure must be induced from examples whereas learning by

instruction refers to those situations where what is to be learned is

described . The best illustration of this contrast is between a child

learning his first language by observing others use their language versus

an adult learning a language in a classroom situation.

The problem of learning by induction or discovery has been

subjected to formal analysis and has been shown to be very diff icult .  A

review of the formal analyses of this problem is given in Anderson (1976 ,

Ch.12). We will just state the significant conclusions here. It is not

possible in practical time limits to solve many induction problems which

popular opinion asserts humans solve. For instance, it is popular (e.g.,

Chotnsky & Miller , 1963) to think that the class of natural languages is

equivalent to the formal class of context—sensitive languages or even

7
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some other larger , less—restrictive formal class . However , no algorithm

exists which can acquire in practical time limits an arbitrary language

out of such a large class given an arbitrary ( for example , random)

sequence of examples of the language. There are overwhelming obstacles

to language learning. These obstacles includ e (1) the size of these

formal classes of languages; (2 ) the apoarent lack of adequate negative

information about what is not oermitted in the language ; and (3) the

amb iguity and synon~ ny of natural language which potentially compl icate

enormously the meaning—to-sentence structure of the language. Of the

various human behaviors , language is the best understood formally;

therefore, it is unclear whether other aspects of cognitive develooment

pose similar “impossible” demands on an induction system . However , the

existence of one instance should be disturbing enough.

There are two ways to get out of the paradox of proposing that

children induce impossible—to—induce things. One is to reassess one ’s

interpretation of what it is they have to induce . We think it is the

case that the class of languages human s are capable of learning is much

smaller than all context—sensitive languages . This class is strongly

constrained by their induction methods. We also bel ieve in a second

explanation of the induction paradox which is that the learning situation

is not as unstructured as one might think , that the information a child

receives is anything but a random selection from the language. The

language a child hears is considerably simplified , very responsive to his

need s , and does contain some very direct instruction as to l inguistic

B
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rules . Ba3ically, the child ’s predicament is not a pure ind uction

situation but a mixed instruction— induction situation. Indeed , while

pure instruction and pure induction situations exist as abstrac t ideals ,

almost every Interesting real—world learning situation turns out to be a

mixture of the two.

1. 14 Declarative vs. Procedural Learn in1

Another distinction that has been important to us is that between

learning declarative knowledge and learning procedural knowledge .

Declarative knowledge refers to facts like those in a history text

whereas procedural knowledge refers to knowl edge about how to do things

like speaking a language or solving algebra problems. This distinction

is also similar to that between the products of accretion versus the

products of restructuring and tuning . We have been quite polemical about

the difficulty of learning procedures and claim ed “it has no real

oarallel in the acquisition of’ declarative knowledge.” ( Anderson , 1976 ,

p. 1490). However , it is becoming clear that any interesting learning task

involves both procedural and declarative components and that the

declarative component can pose as difficult  a learning task as the

procedural.

9
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2 Goals of the Project and this Paper

2.1 Project Goals

We would like to understand how humans improve their cognitive

capabilities with experience. We think a particularly important

component of this improvement is learning , the kind of learning that

involves restructuring and tuning rather than accretion , the kind of

learning that involves learning by discovery rather than the direct

encoding of instruction , and the kind of learning concerned with

procedures rather than facts . The preceding discussion was concerned

with acknowledging the vagueness of the concept of learning and the

vagueness of these distinctions within the learning concept.

Nonetheless , we remain firmly convinced that these concepts , ~~en if

v~~ue, do point in the direction of some of the most interesting

questions about the nature of human intelligence. This paper is

concerned with providing a report of the progress made towards

understanding these questions within the ACT framework and the inrnact

that attempting to answer these questions has had on the ACT framework.

We feel that first language acquisition by children constitutes

the empirical phenomenon that provides the closest instance of what we

want to study. However , child language acquisition is a Darticularly

difficult phenomenon to study. It is not possible to do careful

experiments on child language develorner t because of ethical constraints

and children ’s uncooperativeness as subjects. Child language acquisition

10
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is intertwined inextricably with many other asoects of cognitive

• developnent. Thus, it would not seem to be reasonable to try to model

language acquisition j n isolation——one would have to model all of child

cognitive developnent. Therefore, while we think about the child

language problem , our research is concerned with a number of interesting

learning problems faced by both adults and adolescents. With this

subject population , we do not have the same problem of extracting the

developnent of a oarticular skill from massive overall cognitive

transformations. It is also the case that we have a c~ initment to make

some practical contributions to this area. Therefore, we have been

considering the learning of second languages, the acquisition of

mathematics skills like algebra and geometry, acquisition of prograrining

skills in a computer language li ke LISP, and the acquisition of study

skills relevant to reading social science texts. While these oarticular

phenomena do not tur n out to provid e us pure cases of the kind of

learning that we are most interested in , they nonetheless pose extremely

interesting and demanding questions that do intersect with our core

interests.

2.2 ACT vis—a —vis LAS

The ACT system embodies an extremely powerful thesis. That is ,

one set of learning pr inciples underlies the whole gamut of human

learning——from a child ’s first language to a graduate student’s study of

a text in abstract algebra. The four topics listed above, second

11
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language learning , mathematics , program ing , text study skills , are a

fairly diverse sample of learning phenomena. If we can establish the

ad equacy of ACT for these domains we think we will have provided this

bold thesis with some cred ibility . We do not see any a priori reasons to

be predisposed to accept or reject this thesis. However , the

consequences of this thesis, if true, are so enormous and important that

it demands that someone explore it. Of cour se , this is just the thesis

that underlies the older learning theories. However, it deserves another

look in the framework of the curren t. theoretical sophistication of

cognitive science .

This thesis is d iametrically opposed to that ad vocated by thomsky

(1965) and others to the effect that there are special mechanisms for

language learning. This is a thesis that underlies some of my earlier

work on the LAS model of language acquisition (Anderson, 19714, 1975 ,

1977 , 1978). LAS had some special mechanisms to facilitate the

acquisition of natural languages. We now think that these special

mechanisms were really manifestations of more general learning abilities.

There were a number of inadequacies in the LAS program that

underlies that earlier work . (These inadequacies are reviewed in

Anderson , 1978.) These included inabilities to make discriminations, to

correct. errors , to deal with non—hierarchical aspects of language, to

deal with inflections , to properly handle the non—declarative aspects of

language , to properly model human limitations in language learning and

performance, and to account for the gradualness of human learning. One

12
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way or another each of these problems could have been handled by

additions to the LAS theory——but at great cost to the overall parsimony

and elegance of that theory . It seemed that a more elegan t resolution

was possible only by stepping back to a more general learning approach.

We expect that ACT will reproduce many of LAS’s learning feats and in

ways similar to LAS; however , it will do so in a way that will naturally

extend to the many problems LAS could not handle. Thus, LAS established

what could be done by a set of learning mechanisms. ACT is an attempt to

general ize upon what we have learned from LAS.

2.3 Overview of’ !~per

The remaining portion of the paper has the following

organization . In Section 3, we will discuss the role ecernuter

simulation plays in the developnent of the ACT theory. In Section 14, we

will describe that portion of the ACT system which is concerned with

performing learned skills. This will be a brief update on the ACT system

as described in Anderson ( 1976) . There will not be attempts to document

these features empirically as this has been done elsewhere ( Ander son ,

1976 ; Anderson & Kl ine , 1977). This part of the system closely

correspond s to ACTE which served as the basis for the book , Language,

Memory, and Thought. The current system , ACTF , differs  from ACTE

principly in its facilities for dealing with acquisition of productions.

The remaining sections , but one , will be concerned with reviewing the

principa l new develo~xnents in the ACT theory that are concerned with

13
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learning. Section 5 will discuss how new productions are entered into

the system; Section 6 , will discuss how productions are strengthened;

Section 7, how productions become more general in their range of

application; Section 8, how productions can be made more discriminative;

and Section 9, how multiple productions get combined into a single

production . Then Section 10, the last section , will contain evaluations ,

conclusions , and goals for the future . In particular this section will

announce some of the new architectural developiients we have in mind for

the next ACT system——ACT G.

2.14 Status of this Paoer

This paper is intended to serve three functions. First, it

fu lfills the yearly report requirement of the Office of Naval Research.

Second , it will be used to inform interested colleagues of our work .

Third , it serves as a preliminary draft for a number of published

reports. Parts of this paper will appear in Aptitud e, Learning, and

Instruction: Cognitive Processes Analyses edited by Snow, Federico and

Montague and in the 1979 volume 13 of Bower’s Learning and Motivation.

Because the paper is serving as a draft, we will describe work that is

not yet completed but that we anticipate completing in time for the final

drafts. In particular , some of the mini—simulations have not been

implemented or are only partially implemented. We intend to complete

these implementations before the due dates for the published reports. We

identify any aspect of the paper which is describing incomplete or

projected developuents.
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3 ~I ~~ e Computer Simulation Program

3.1 A Programming Language and a Theory of Cognition

In this section, we will be partially building on points

developed in Anderson & Kline ( 1977) . The ACT system is a somewhat novel

entity in psychology and it is necessary to carefully explain its

rationale.

ACT is at the same time a high—level programing language and a

theory of the mechanisms of human cognition. A high—level programing

language is a formalism that facilitates programing certain kinds of

algoritms. However , a high level language car make it difficult to

program algorithn s other than the class for which it was intended . For

instance , it is diff icult  to do matrix multipl ication in LISP. It is for

this reason that high—level progra-zzning languages are often “special—

purpose .” ACT is a special—purpose programing language in this sense .

The fact that certain procedures car be coded in ACT more efficiently and

easily than other procedures is the means by which ACT provides a theory

of cognitive mechanisms. Humans are also more successful at certain

cognitive processes than others. The hope is that ACT limitations

correspond to human limitations. For instance , humans find it harder to

perform mental multiplication than mental addition and ACT does the sane-

-in ACT ’ s case because of the diff icul ty  of keeping active the

intermediate products needed in mental multipl ication .

F There is a classic distinction between learning and performance .
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The ACT theory as developed in the 1976 book was an attempt to specify

• the performance limitations on previously acquired behaviors. The theory

was concerned with characterizing the speed of basic operations and the

probability of error in these operations. These limitations were built

into the orogra~~ing language. In developing the learning theory we are

again concerned with the limitations——but this time the limitations on

the acquisition process.

It might seem wrong—he ad ed to focus on the limitations of human

behavior , given that what is so remarkable about human behavior is its

intelligence. However, it is our argument that it is these constraints

that make intelligence possible. These constraints cut down on the

systems options and force it to develop in certain directions rather than

others. Thus , these constraints simplify the evolution of intelligent

behavior. The highest level claim of the ACT theory is that the

constraints which ACT , as a programing language, imposes on programing

correspond to the constraints human cognitive mechanisms impose or the

evolution of cognitive procedures.

3.2 Theories vs. Models

A distinction that one sometimes encounters is that between a

theory and a model. This distinction has a clear analogue within the ACT

programing framework. The ACT theory corresponds to the general rules

for interpreting an ACT program and applying it to an ACT data base.

Each program that can be created in the ACT language constitutes another

16
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model for how a task can be performed . It is possible to create mult i~.1e

programs within ACT for doing a particular task, say mental addition.

Each of these programs constitutes a different model for how the task

might be done. The ACT theory provides general principles about how such

programs execute, where they are likely to break down , how long they take

to apply, etc. It is a claim of ACT, as a theory, that any program that

can be written in the language constitutes a valid nsychological model

for the task. The fact that there are many ways to program ACT to do a

task corresponds to the fact that there are many ways people can ar’d do

per form tasks like mental addition . To disconfirm a particular ACT model

of a particular subject doing a task it would be necessary to show that

the model mispredicted the behavior of the subject. To show that ACT was

wrong as a theory for a particular task it would be necessary to show

that no model , programable within ACT , predicted the behavior of some

subject or that there was some model programable jn ACT which we could

not get a subject to emulate.

These considerations create a certain buffer between ACT and its

potential disconfirmation by data. What we usually propose and test are

specific ACT models that seem plausible for a task. To disconfirm the

model does not disco~’firm the theory. It is always possible that some

other model would account for the data . However , ACT as a theory would

be rather useless if we did not have a way of deriving from the theory

the models that are likely to account for behavior i~ a particular task.

In fact, we do have a way of arriv ing at likely models for a task. This

17
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is to use our knowl edge as prograriners as to what will be optimal , given

the constraints of the ACT programing language. This is the principle

of optimality suggested by Newell ( 1973) . The basic assumption is that

the human system tends to program itself in optimal ways. The

consequence of these considerations is a means for discrediting the ACT

theory: It is enough to show that no optimal ACT program car account for

the data jn a task. It is not necessary to consider the myriads of non—

optimal programs (models).

3.3 Comparisons to Older Learning Theories

In some ways, ACT is really not that foreign to psychology. It

is an attempt to provide a systematic theory of the potential of an

organism like a classical learning theory such as that of Clark Hull . It

is true that the assumption s of the theory are somewhat different ,

showing the influence of twenty— five years of advance in computer

science , l inguistics , and cognitive psychology. It shows a concern for

what has been called “sufficiency conditions.” That is, the concern is

that the theory be capable of displaying behavior as complex and

intelligent as we now know human behavior to be. We , however , do not

think the assertions of the ACT theory are that different from what Hull

might propose were he alive today and willing to try to take into account

the past twenty—five years of ad v ance i~ knowledge. •

The big difference between ACT and past theories is its computer

implementation——its realization as a programing language. It would be

18 
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possible to claim that this difference is purely technical , that the

computer impl ementation provides a way of formalizing the theory,

establishing its internal consistency, and testing its predictions. This

was not properly done for the Hullian theory, which evolved before the

computer , and certainly could not be done for a theory like ACT without a

computer implementation.

3.14 Optimality and Efficiency

While the computer implementation does serve this critical ,

technical function for the ACT theory, it is also the case that our use

of the computer implementation has subj ected our theory construction to

con straints of a type not previously used in psychology. These are the

constraints of opt imality and efficiency of perfo rmance. These two

consideratio ns are related. Efficiency refers to the constraint that one

should not propose mechanisns which are operating in obviously

inefficient manners. Optimality refers to the constraint that o~e does

rot propose mechanisms that will cause the system to behave in a non—

ad3ptive way. Thus efficiency is more concerned with performance while

optimality is more concerned with learning .

The constraints of efficiency and opt imality are quite potent.

Consider the constraint of efficiency as applied to the serial ,

exhaustive scanning explanation of the Sternberg ~~rad i~ n ( 1969) that

does a good job of accounting for the data. That model proposes that a

subject , in searching for a target item in a short—term memory set, will
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serially compare the target against each memory set item. These

• comparisons continue until the set is exhausted , even pa st the point

where the target itcm has matched a memory set item. It seems

inefficient to propose that short—term memory wastes times making

comparisons after the point that the desired match has been obtained.

The assumption of a serial exhaustive search has been justified by the

fact that subjects’ decision time increases at the sane linear rate with

memory set size for positive and negative targets. In defending the

exhaustive assumption Sternberg has argued that it may be more expensive

to check a signal to see if a match occurred than to make another match

of characters. While no doubt such a system could be built that found it

more expensive to check a signal than to make a match it does seem a

rather perverse design. As Huessmar & Woocher (1976 ) have argued , it

should be much easier to detect a 0-1 signal than to detect the presence

of complex characters. The criterion of efficiency would weigh heavily

against an exhaustive , serial match for the memory scanning . However ,

there are a number of parallel processing models which could predict the

same linear functions for positive and negative items without violating

the criterion of efficiency (Anderson , 1976; Townsend , 1971 , 19714).

Thus , the principl e of efficiency points to a parallel model for the

Sternberg paradigm .

For an illustration of the potency of the principle of

optimal ity, consider the literature or child language acquisition. There

have been frequent observations about the relative ineffectiveness of

20
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negative information (e.g., ~~aine , 1963; Brown , 1973; Cazd en , 1965). It

has been observed that children derive little benefi t fr om information

about what are incorrect syntactic structures. Consider , for instance , a

child who has overgeneralized the pluralization rule and is generating

“foots.” Since some terms do permit variable pluralization (e.g., two

fish or two fishes) how is the child to know he is wrong unless he gets
• negative feedback and can take advantage of it? Therefore, the principle

of optimality would deny the conclusion that children do not use negative

in formation . We will discuss later (page 97) how and when negative

information can be effective in the ACT system.

It has beer argued (Anderson , 1976 ) that psychological theory is

seriously underdetermined by behavioral data——that there are many ways to

account for such phenomena as the equal effects of memory set on positive

or negative probes or the apparent ineffectiveness of correction on child

language develoçinent. The criteria of efficiency and opt imality offer

means to further constrain theorizing to help produce a more unique

psychological expl anation of the phenomena.

3.5 Good Cognitive Psychology is Good Artificial Intelligence

While it is possible to discuss the criteria of efficiency and

optimality in the abstract, to be able to rigorously and thoroughly apoly

these criteria we need a model of the physical system to which they

apply. Unfortunately, we know hardly any relevant information about the

human nervous system. In the ACT project we have proposed what might

21
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seem like a preposterous suggestion : to let our knowledge of modern

computer technology serve as a surrogate for knowledge of human hardware.

Specifically, we propose to relate psychological efficiency and

optimality constraints to what is efficient and optimal for our computer

implementation. The claim (Anderson & Kline , 1977) is that an accurate

psychological model would not become unacceptably inefficient or non—

optimal when implemented on a modern computer. This claim is part of a

• larger conjecture about the relationship between artificial intelligence

and cognitive psychology which was stated as:

( 1)  Good cognitive psychology is good artificial
intelligence

by which it was meant that good cognitive psychology mechanisms can be

simulated in a way that would constitute good artificial intelligence

programs. This means that a side benefit of cognitive psychology could

be the develooment of good artificial intelligence theory.

~ir conception of the relationship between artificial

intelligence and cognitive psychology is illustrated by the Venn diagram

in Part a of Figure 1. There is the space of all possible mechanisms; a

subset of these are good artificial intelligence mechanisms; and a subset

of these are good models for cognitive psychology. This is to be

contrasted with Part b of Figure 1 which represents an alternative that

mig ht seem , at least a priori, more plausible. In this figure, good Al

mechanisms and good psychology mechanisms only overlap. There are good

psychological mechanisms which do not constitute good artific ial

intelligence .

22
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a)

ALL POSSIBL E
MECHANISMS

- 

b; 

• 

•

ALL POSSIBL E
M E C H A N I S M S

. EIIi •

Figure 1. Venn Diagrams illustrating possible relationships
between cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence.

There are a number of reasons why Part b of Figure 1 might seem

more plausible than Part a. There are a number of features of the human
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brain which do not correspond to the serial digital computer . Among

• these are the fact that it processes information in a highly parallel

manner , it processes in terms of continuously varying quantities , and its

behavior appears to be fundamentally probabilistic . Some people feel

that the existence of these gross d ifferences make it very unlikely that

the brain and the computer can achieve intelligence in the sane way.

However , none of these differences necessarily imply that intelligence

cannot be achieved in one system in the same manner that it is achieved

in the other . Parallel processes can become serial processes as a

special case and serial processes can mimic parallel processes. Again it

is not difficult to have discrete processes mimic continuous or vice

versa . It might seem that no amoun t of discrete information could

exactly mimic continuous information . However , this is not so because of

limitations of any real system’s ability to detect small differences jn

continuous quantities. Again , computers can display probablistic

behavior and probabilistic processes can be mad e effectively

deterministic by redundancy.

We know of no compelling reason to accept the hypothesis in

Figur e lb over the stronger conjecture in la.  We know of no established

psychological or physiological mechanisms that cannot be modelled with

satisfactory efficiency in a computer . (Admittedly, this is largely a

statement about current ignorance as to psychological and physiological

mechanisms.) Therefore , we have chosen to subscribe to the conjecture

represented in Part a of Figure 1 as a useful heur istic in constraining
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our theorizing . The implication is that implementation considerations

should play a critical role in decisions about the future developnen t of

the ACT theory.

There is another motivation for this heuristic , in addition to

enabling a rigorous and thorough application of efficiency and optimality

constraints. Recall that the computer simulation is the only technical

mean s currently available of formalizing the ACT theory, of establishing

its completeness , and of prov iding a rigorous basis for deriv ing

pr ed ictions. If we allowed it to perform in grossly inefficient or non—

optimal ways , the simulation would become intractable and fail to ful fill

its technical purpose. Thus, another justification for enabling

implementation to determine theory is a standard one in science——we

cannot let our theory go in directions that would make it unmanageable.

In past generations this constraint was manifested by pleas for

“mathematical tractability.” Today , the plea is for “computational

tractability.” The computer has enabled us to think about things we could

not think about before. We submit that the contrast between ACT and

Hullian theory is ore example of that . However , ever today there are

technical limits on what we can think about .

.~.! e Perfo rmance tkxiel

A central design feature of the current ACT system is the

distinction between procedural knowledge and declarative knowledge.

Procedural knowledge,, is knowledge about how to do var ious things l ike
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solving mathematical problems, writ ing a computer program , or

understanding a spoken sentence. Declarative knowledge provides the data

for various cognitive procedures. It includes knowledge about the

general world such as: “George Washington was the first presiden t of

the United States.” The declarative knowledge is represented in a

propositional network data base while the procedural knowledge is

described as a set of productions. We will describe ACT’s propositional

network and then its production system .

14.1 ACT’s Data Base

Figure 2 illustrates a fragment of ACT’s longterm memory network.

It encodes the fact that tb~iny gave a candy to Daddy and illustrates some

of the structure connected to the concepts involved in that fact.

Anderson (1976 , ch. 5) gives a complete specification of the features

contained in this network representation. We will just highlight some of

the important features. I(nowledge is represented as a large network of

nodes, which represent ideas, that are interconnected by labelled links ,

which represent various types of associations between the ideas.

Information is organized into propositional units where each proposition

is a tree interassociating a number of nodes. There is a distinction

made between words and the concepts they reference. There are links

labelled W interconnecting words and their concepts. The standard

convention is to represent a concept for a word by that word prefixed by

“€.“ There is a distinction made between nodes representing a general

class like ~CANDY and nodes representing specific instances like CANDY1.
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Nodes representing a specific instance, such as CANDY 1 , are

referred to as tokens. Every input to the data base is a distinct event

and , therefore , is represented by a new token.

s~~~~~~~~~~

/ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1

@ MOMMY @ G I V E  @ DADDY CANDY 1 ® CA NDY @ F0 00  @ SWEET

MOMMY GIVE DADDY CANDY\

( N I ?  • / \  •

S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ S P

BEGINS-WITH Ml M ACT @ LIKE @ LICORICE

Figure 2. A fr~~ment of ACT’ s propositional network surrounding
the concept ~cANDY .
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While these nodes have been giver mnemon ic labels to hel p
• ccmimiiicate their meaning to the read er , their labels are irrelevant to

their treatment in the theory or in the simulation program. The meaning

of a node is given by the network structure in which it is embedded and

the procedures which operate or that network structure. Each of the word

nodes and concept nodes involved in Mommy gave a candy to Daddy is

involved in a large number of other associations which were i’~ memory

before the encoding of this assertion . We have shown some of the

propositions that might be connected to candy. These include the facts

that candy is a food , candy is sweet, licorice is a candy, and ACT likes

candy. We have also indicated one of the facts that might be corrected

to the word rode for Mommy. This is the assertion that it begins with

the letter M.

This underlying network representation is critical to

understanding the process of spreading activation. ~~ly a subset of the

nodes in a network are active at any time and activation can spread from

active nodes to inactive nodes. Productions can only inspect the active

portion of memory and they will inspect first that structure which is

most active. Thus activation serves a working memory role and serves to

enable the system to focus its computational resources.

Spreading activation will rot be critical to the learning

discussion in this paper. While helpful to an understanding of spreading

activation , for other purposes, the ACT network notation can be quite

cumbersome. Therefore, we will use a linearized representation of the
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propositional structure which is easier to work with . These

• linearizations will represent each assertion in the network as a list

consisting of , first, the relation or predicate and , then , a list of its

arguments. A linearized representation of Figure 2 is given in Table 1.

Note the special structure set up to represent the links between words

and their concepts. We will use such linearizations throughout the

remainder of the paper, but the reader should bear i~ mind that what is

really assixned, both in theory and implementation , is a network

representation like Figure 2.
Table 1

Linearization of the information in Figure 2

€GIVE €Mc~IMY eDADDY CANDY1 )
(~CANDY CANDY1)( WORD-FOR ~MOMMY MC *IMY )
( WORD—FOR ~GIVE GIVE )
( WOR D—FOR ~DADDY DADDY )
(WORD—FOR €CANDY CANDY )
(eFOOD ~CANDY)(~ SWEET ~CANDY )
(~ CANDY €LICORICE)
(€LIKE ACT €CANDY)
( BEGINS-WITH MOMMY M l)
(M M1)

14.2 Productions in ACT

ACT’s procedural knowledge is encoded as a set of prod uctions.

The ACT production system can be seer as a considerable extension and

modification of the production systems developed at Carnegie—Mellon

(Newell, 1972, 1973; Ryche~er & Newell , 1977) . Each production is a

condition—action pair . The condition is a pattern describing a piece of
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the data base (declarative component) . If the condition of a production

• matches the data base, the act ion of the production will be executed .

Actions can both add to the contents of the data base and cause the

system to emit responses . Each prod uction is like an independent demon

that is inspecting the data base to see if its condition is satisfied.

It is possible for more than one production to aDoly at a time, giving

the system an important parallel processing caoacity.

In the condition of a prod uction the description of network

structure can be specific, naming the particular nodes and connections

which are required , or variables may be used to designate nodes whose

exact identity is unimportant or unknown in advance. A variable can

stand for any node in memory, as long as it is connected to the specific

nodes named in the condition in the way laid out in the description . To

make this work, every description must contain at least ore soecific

node——it cannot have only variables. Consider the following condition :

(€EAT €MOMMY LVarl)

It specifies that there be a structure in the data base of the form

“t’c*iuny eat something .” The variable LVarl in the condition stands for the

something. All elements beginning with the initials LV are local

variables. Local variables can match anything when they occur jn a

condition . This structure could match any number of structures in the

data base such as:

(~ EAT €MOMMY ~SOUP)
(€EAT eMCtIMY ~YOGIJRT)

Consider the following complete production :

(EAT ~M~*IMY LVar l)
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ABS (~EDIBLE LVarl )

• (€EDIBLE LVarl)
(GVar LVar l)

The convention for representing productions is to give the condition

above the arrow and the action below. This production illustrates a

number of additional features of ACT productions. The condition includes

an absence test——indicated by the ABS element. This specifies the

constraint that the element which matches LVarl must not have the

predicate ~EDIBLE stored with it. Thus, this production will apply if

there is something in the data base marked as being eaten by Mommy but

which is not marked as edible. If there is such a thing , the action of

the production marks it as being in the class ~EDIBLE. Thus this

production makes the inference that something Mommy eats is edible. The

action also illustrates ore operation that might be performed on global

variables. A global variable is an element beginning with the i”itials

GV. In this case, the global variable GVar is set to the value of the

local variable LVarl. Global variables differ from local variables in

that they keep their values beyond a single production and can be used to

communicate among productions. Global variables thus serve as a special

sort of short—term memory. There is a limitation on the number that can

be simultaneously bound . Currently that limit is 10. Ii contrast , local

variables only retain their values within a single production . Local

variables can be bound in matching the condition and serve to c~~nunicate

to an absence test or to the action.
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14.3 Example Production System2

• It would be useful to present a ~~all set of productions for

• 
~~rforming a particular task. The set of productions we have chosen is

concerned with oerforming addition of’ two numbers. Table 2 contains this

set of productions. That production set assumes that the addition

problem is posed as an instruction to add two numbers— e.g., (ADD N IJMB 1

NUMB2)——where the two numbers are represented by arbitrarily denoted

nodes. Additional propositions encode the sequence of digits defining

the to-be—added numbers. So the problem 832 + 1418 would be represented:

(ADD NUMB 1 NUMB2)

(BEGINS NUMB1 TOK11)
(2 TOK11)
(AFTER TOK11 TCK12)
(3 TOK12)
(AFTER TOK12 TOK13)
(8 101(13)
(ENDS NUMB1 101(13)

(BEGINS NUMB2 TOK21)
(8 TOK21)
(AFTER TOK21 T0K22 )
( 1 TOK22 )
(AFTER T0K22 101(23)
(14 T0K23)
(ENDS NUMB2 101(23)

Consider the encoding of the first number , NUMB1 (832): The

number is encoded from right to left. It is stated that NUMB1 begins on

the right with a token TOK11. TOK11 is a token of the digit 2. TOK12 is

after TOK11 and 101(12 is a token of the digit 3. TOK13 is after 101(12

and 101(13 is a token of the digit 8. NUMB1 ends on the left with TOK13.

Figure 3 illustrates the flow of control among the productions i~
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Table 2. The productions are represented as arrows connecting states

repr esented by circles. Eac h arrow is labelled by the production which

it represents. The state circle at the head of an arrow shows the action

of the production . The arrows for other productions which need these

actions performed in order to apply are shown originating from this state

• circle. Other, static information from the data base must be examined i”

order to decide which production should apply when two or more

productions originate from a state circle. Such additional conditions

are represented in diamonds adjacent to production numbers. The state

circle at the tail of a production arrow along with the adjacent diamond

represent the condition of that production .
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TABLE 2
• 

• Productions to Perform Addition of Two Numbers

• P1: ( LVgoal ( ADD LVfirst LVsecond))
(BEGINS LVfirst LVtokl)• (BEGINS LVsecond LVtok2)

• ( ADD LVtokl LVtok2)
(GVgoal LVgoal)
(GVtokl = LVtokl)
(GVtok2 LVtok2)

P2: ( ADD GVtokl GVtok2)
(LVdigitl GVtokl)
(LVdigit2 GVdigit2)
(PLUS LVdigit l LVdigit2 LVsun )

(PUT-OUT LVtok3)• (LVsum LVtok3)

P3: (ADD GVtokl GVtok2)
(LVdigitl GVtokl)
(LVdigit2 GVtok2)

F (PLUS LVdigi~..1 LVdigit2 LVsum)
(CARRY GVtokl)

(PUT—OUT LVtok3 CARRIED )
(LVsijn LVtok3)

P14: (PUT—OUT LVtok3)
(LVsum LVtok3)
(PUT—OUT LVtok3 CARRIED)
ABS (GREATER LVsum 9)

(WRITE LVsum)
(DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 N OCARRY)

P5: (PUT -OUT LVtok3 CARRIED)
(LVsum LVtok3)
(PLUS 1 LVsun LVsunl)
ABS (GREATE R LVsum l 9)

(WRITE LVsunl )
(DO-NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 NOCARRY )
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P6: (PUT-OUT LVtok3)
(LVsum LVtok3)

• (GREATER LVsum 9)
(PLUS LVd igit3 10 LVsum)
ABS (PUT-OUT LVtok3 CARRIED)

(WRITE LVdigit3)
(DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 CARRY )

P7: (PUT-OUT LVtok3 CARRIED)
• (LVsun LVtok3)

(GREATER LV~ in 8)
(PLUS LVdigit3 9 LVsum)
=>
(WRITE LVdigit3)
(DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 CARRY)

P8: (DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 N OCARRY )
( AFTER GVtokl LVtok3)
(AFTER GVtok2 LVtokl4)

( ADD LVtok3 LVtok~4)(GVtokl = LVtok3)
(GVtok2 = LVtok 14)

P9: ( DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 NOCARRY)
(AFTER GVtok~ LVtok3)
(LVdigit3 LVtok3)
(ENDS LVsecond GVtok2)

(WRITE LVdigit3)
(DO—NEXT LVtok3 GVtok2 NOCARRY)
(GVtokl = LVtok3)

• PlO: (DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 NOCARRY)
(AFTER GVtok2 LVtok14)
(LVdigitLt LVtok14)
(ENDS LVfirst GVtokl)

(WRITE LVdigit ’4 )
( DO—NEXT GVtokl LVtok14 NOCARRY )
(GVtok2 LVtok~4)
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P11: (GVgoal = (ADD LVfirst LVseco”d))
(DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 NOCARRY )
(ENDS LVf’irst GVtok2)
(ENDS LVsecond GVtok2)

(DONE GVgoal)
(UNBIND GVgoal GVtokl GVtok2)

P12: (DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 CARRY)
(AF TER GVtokl LVtok3)• (AFTER GVtok2 LVtokl4 )

• • (ADD LVtok3 LVtoki4)
(CARRY LVtok3)
(GVtokl = LVtok3)
(GVtok2 = L.Vtok14 )

P13: (DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 CARRY)
(AFTER GVtokl LVtok3)
(LVdigit3 LVtok3)
( PLUS 1 LVdigit3 LVsun)
(ENDS LVsecond LVtok2)
ABS (E~JAL 10 LVsum)

(WRITE LVsun)
(DO—NEXT LVtok3 GVtok2 NOCARRY)
(GVtokl LVtok3)

P114: (DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 CARRY)
(AFTER GVtok2 LVtokZI)
(LVdigit14 LVtokl4)
(PLUS 1 Vdigitl4 LVsun)
(ENDS LVfirst GVtokl)
ABS (EQUAL 10 LVsun )

(WRITE LVsix~i)(DO—NEXT GVtokl LVtok4l NOCARRY )
(GVtok2 LVtok14 )
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P15 : (DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 CARRY)
(AFTER GVtokl LVtok3)
(LVdigit3 LVtok3)
(9 LVtok3)
(ENDS LVsecond GVtok2)

(WRITE 0)
(DO-NEXT LVtok3 GVtok2 CARRY)
(GVtokl = LVtok3)

P16: (DO—NEXT GVt.okl GVtok2 CARRY )
(AFTE R LVtok2 LVtok14)
(LVdigit14 LVtok14)
(9 LVtokl4 )
(ENDS LVfirst GVtokl)

(WRITE 0)
(DO—NEXT GVtokl LVtok 14 CARRY )
(GVtok2 LVtok1t)

P17: (GVgoal = (ADD LVfirst LVsecond))
(DO—NEXT GVtokl GVtok2 CARRY)
(ENDS LVfirst GVtokl)
(ENDS LVsecond GVtok2)

(WRITE 1)
(DONE GYgoal )
(UNBIND GVgoal GVtokl GVtok2)
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Production Fl is responsible for starting the processing of the

• information. The first element in the condition of P1 is (LVgoal (ADD

LVfirst LVsecond)) . This matches the first element in the problem

description and sets LVgoal to the structure . We will indicate this

assignment of memory structure to pattern as follows :

(LVgoal = (ADD LVfirst LVsecord)) = ( ADD NUMB1 NUMB2 )

The other two segments in the condition of P1 match elements i” the

problem description:

(BEGINS LVfirst LVtokl) (BEGINS NUMB1 TOK11)
( BEGINS LVsecond LVtok2) (BEGINS NUMB2 TOK21)

P1 adds to memory a self—instruction to add the first two digits: (ADD

TOK 11 TOK 12) . It also sets the global variable , GVgoal , to LVgoal which

is bound to the problem. This serves to focus ACT’s ~ttention on the

problem at hand . Finally, GVtokl is set to LVtokl and GVtok2 is set to

LVtok2. This maintains ACT ’s attention on the tokens of the ind ividual

digits which it is about to add.
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Figure 3. The flow of control among the productions in Table 2.

After the execution of production P1 and the introduction of ( ADD

TOK11 TOK21) into the data base , production P2 is the only production

whose condition matches. The first three elements i~ the condition of P2

match elements of the problem encoding as indicated below:
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(ADD GVtokl GVtok2) (ADD TOK 11 TOK2 1)
(LVdigit l GVtok l)  (2 TOK 11)
(LVdigit2 GVtok2) (8 TOK21)

Th€ next test in P2 matches an encoding of an elemen t of the addition

table in memory:

(PLUS LVdigitl LVdigit2 LVsum) (PLUS 2 8 10)

The action of P2 asserts that the sun of the two digits , 2 a”d 8 , is 10

and is matched as follows:

(PUT—OUT LVtok3) = (PUT-OUT TOK3)
(LVsum LVtok3) (10 T0K3)

wnere TOK3 is a new token created ~s the instantiation of LVtok . In

effect, the action of P2 holds the sun of the digits jn memory for

consideration by the next production .

P6 is the next production to apply. The first two elements in

the condition ~natch the action of P2. The next element of the condition

determines that a CARRY should occur into the next column of digits and

is matched as follows :

(GREATER LVsum 9) = (GREATER 10 9)

The data base contains the fact that 10 is greater tha~ 9: (GREATER 10

9) .  The condition then determines the digit  to be wr itte~ out as part of
• the solut ion through the match:

( PLUS LVdigit3 10 LVsun ) (PLUS 0 10 10)

The absence condition , ABS (PUT—OUT LVtok3 CARRIED ) , insures that P6 will
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not misapply when P7 should apply. P6 will  aooly only when CARRIED has

not bee!’ indicated .

The action of P6 writes the digit 0 and sets up an advance of

attention to the next column of digits wi th the info rmation that a CARRY

occurs into that next column. With replacement of variables by their

values these actions become :

(WRITE LVdigit3) = (WRITE 0)
(DO—NEXT GVtok 1 GVtok2 CARRY ) (DO—NEXT 2 8 CARRY)

It is worthwhile considering why only P6 applies and not some of

the other productions. ~14 does not apply because of the absence test ,

ABS (GREATE R LVsun 9 ) ,  10 is greater than 9. P5 and P7 do not apply

because CARRIED does not occur in the prooosition (PUT—OUT LVtok3). c~ e

might wonder why P1 does not apply again . Its condition was satisfied

once and nothing has hapoened to change the data elements which satisfied

it. This illustrates an important pr inciple of production

interpretation: It is not cossible to match a production condition twice

to exactly the same data base elements.

The next production to apply is P12. It matches further elements

of the problem description and retrieves the tokens of the next column of

digits to be added . Attention is maintained on these digits by assigning

them to global variables . That a CARRY should be added into this colun~
is again fl~~ged . P12 adds the following structures to the data base :

(ADD TOK12 T0K22)
(CARRY TOK12)
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With these elements added into the data base production P3 will

apply auding the second column digits (3 and 1) plus the CARRY to achieve

a sun of 5. This production adds to the data base the elements:

(PUT—O UT 101(3)
(5 TOK3)

Production P5 then applies writing out the digit 5 and setting up

an advance to the third column of digits without a CARRY. Production P.

accomplishes this shift of attention to the third column .

Prod uction P2 next applies adding 8 and 14 and holding the sun of

12 for consideration . Production P6 writes the digit 2 and flags a

CARRY. Production P17 completes the problem by writing a 1 into a new

column jn the problem solution.

This example illustrates a number of important features of

production system execution :

(1) Individual prod uctions act on the information in long_term

memory. They commun icate with one another by entering information into

memory.

(2) Productions tend to apply in sequences where one production

applies after another has entered some element into the data base . Thus

the action of one production can help evoke other prod uctions.

(3) Productions resoOv~d to patt~rn5 of events. The more clauses

sDecified in the condition of the production the more restric ;ed the set

of patterns that will evoke it. The more local variables and the fewer

nodes, the more unrestricted the set of evoking Datterns.
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This concludes our discussion of the basic orooerties of the ACT

oerfo rmance system . A fuller description of the significan t prooerties

of this system can be foun d in Anderson ( 1976) , Anderso n , Kline , & Lewis

(1977) ,  and Anderson & Kline ( 1977) . Before turn ing to a discussion of

• learning , we would like to make some remarks about the impl ementation

status of this system: The original system described in Anderson (1976)

is called ACTE , and is being maintained as a courtesy system for other

users. It is described in Kline & Anderson (1976). The system will be

superced ed by an upward compatible system called AC1Y which contains most

of the learning properties described in the subsequent sections. It also

contains some improvements to the perfo rmance system . A user ’s manual

for this system is in oreparatio” . There is yet another system , ACTG , in

the pl anning stages. This is projected to contain some of the

improvements proposed at the end of the pa oer .

5 Production Designation

ACT need s to have the capacity to add new productions.

Prod uctions can designate the construction of other productions in their

actions just as they can designate the construction of memory structure .

Production designation is an important means by which ACT learns

procedural skills. However , just as the building of memory structure

serves functions other than declarative learning , so it is the case that

production designation serves functions other than procedural learning .

Creating new m emory structure may serve the function of commun icating to
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other productions. Similarly, creating new productions can serve as a

means of getting a specific behav ior accomplished . Because a production

is so much more complex than a proposition , the factors governing

production designation are correspond ingly more complex than the factors

• governing designation of memory structure. This section will discuss and

illustrate both the complexities of production designation and the

function of designation .

5.1 The Notation of Designation

To introduce the standard notation for designation , we will

consider a simple example of how the capacity for designation can be used

to comply with requests of the form: Point to the letter (e .g. ,  Point to

the H.) This statement is a request to retrieve the pattern definition

of the letter from the data base, match it to the presented letters, and

point to the appropriate item. Suppose , the definition of H is stored in

the data base as:

Si : ( PATIERN H ((CONSISTS OBJ Li L2 L3)
(VERTICAL L i )
(VERTICAL L2)
(HORIZONTA L L3)
( BISECT L3 L i )
(BISECT L3 L2 ) ) )

This encodes a list of features that a~ object OBJ must possess to be an

instance of the letter H. The following ‘roduction responds to the

appearance of a p oint ing request , retrieves such a pattern description ,

and designates a production which will perform the desired pointing :

14,4
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P1: (POINT .-T0—THE—LVletter)
(PATTERN LVletter LVpat)
(LVoat = ((CONSISTS LVobj...)...))

( CONDITION (ON LVobj SCREEN ) LVpat )
(ACTION (POINT ACT LVobj))

The first structure in the condition responds to the appearance of the

request. The second retrieves the desired pattern and the third

sufficiently unpacks the pattern so as to bind the object described to

LVobj. To an H request this would match with the following binding of

variables: LVletter = H, LVpat f-I description , LVobj OBJ. The action

of this production designates a new production by specifying condition

and action. The condition of this designated production asserts that

LVobj be on the screen and also includes all the description of LVobj in

the pattern LVpat. The action is for ACT to point to LVobj. With these

bindings for the var iables in the designating production P1 the following

designated production would be produced :

P2: (ON LVobj l SCREEN )
(CONSISTS LVobjl LVlinel LVline2 LVli~e3)
(VERTICAL LVlinei)
(VERTICAL LVline2)
(HORIZONTAL LVline3)
(BISECT LVline3 LVlinei)
(BISECT LVline3 LVlire2)

(POINT ACT LVobj l)

If there were a~ object on the screen matching this description ACT would

point to it .  Note that the nodes OBJ , Li , L2 , L3 j n the structure Si are

replaced by variables LVobji , LVlinel , LVline2, and LVline3 j n the

designated prod uction . This is because these nodes are fl agged in memory
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as indefinite . When an indefinite node is used j n designating a

production it is replaced jn the designated production by a new variable.

This example illustrates the basic technique of production

designation. The designating production indicates the structures that

• are to go into the condition and action. It does this either by pointing

to existing structures in memory——as with the definition of H or it does

it by plac ing in CONDITION or ACTION the appropriate structure , as with

(ON LVobj SCREEN) in CONDITION and (POINT ACT LVobj) in ACTION.

This example, nowever , does not really involve any learning . The

production created will not be used again . It was simply created to

cause a particular pattern to be matched in one situation and have a

behavior generated. That is, production designation allows ACT to

mobilize all of its pattern matching capabilities to accomplish a

particular task. The remainder of Section 5 is concerned with how

production designation can be used for learning .

5.2 Encoding of Procedural Instructions

As a first example of how production designation can be used in

learning , let us consider how this dev ice is used to create permanent

productions to encode the lessons of direct instruction . As an example,

consider how ACT might encode the following instructions defin ing various

ty~~s of expressions in LISP (adapted from the first chapter of Weissman

(1967)):

1. If an expression is a number it is an atom.
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2. If an expression is a literal (a string of
characters) it is an atom .

3. If an expression is an atom it is a~ s—
expression .

LI . If an expression is a dotted pair , it is an
S—ex pression .

5. If an expression begins with a left
• parenthesis, followed by an S—expression, followed by

a dot , followed by an S—expression , followed by a
• right parenthesis, it is a dotted pair.

• Table 3 illustrates the four ACT productions required to process

• these sentences.3 Production Li handles the if phrase in sentences like

(1) — (14). (In this production and the others j n Table 3, we have

omitted , for simplicity ’s sake, representing the distinction between

words and their tokens which is cr it ical to successful operations of the

implemented system.) Consider how this production would apply to the

first definition . The first clause of the condition matches the if

phrase in the definition :

(IF—AN—EXPRESSION-IS—A-LVword) = (IF—AN—EXPRESSION-IS—A—NUMBER)

In making this match LVword is bound to NUMBER . The second clause of the

condition matches a memory encoding of the connection between the word

NUMBER and its corresponding idea :

(WORD—FOR LVword LVcategory) = (WORD—FOR NUMBER ~NUMBER )

The variable LVcategory is bound to €NUMBER . The action creates a

structure predicating @NUMBE R of an object:

(LVcategory LVobj) (NUMBER OBJ)
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where a newl y created node , OBJ, is assigned to the variable LVobj.

(Unbound variables in the action of productions are given new nodes as

values.) A global variable GVhold is set to this structure. This

structure will be made the condition of a designated oroductio~. The

global variable GVword is set to the last word processed j n the if phrase

and GVobj is set to OBJ.

Production L2 applies after Li. It matches the result phrase of

the definition :

(GVword-IT—IS-.A—LVword ) = (NUMBER—IT—IS-A—ATOM)

The second clause jn the condition of L2 matches the word—meaning

connection :

(WORD-FOR LVword LVcategory) = (WORD-FOR ATOM &ATOM )

The action of L2 designates a production whose condition is pattern.~ed

after the structure held by GVhold and whose action is patterned after

the structure:

(LVcategory GVobj) (€ATOM OBJ)

The actual production created is:

(NUMBER LVx )

(ATOM LVx)

where LVx is a variable introduced to replace the indefinite node, OBJ,

referred to by GVobj in the designating production.
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Table 3
• A set of Prod uctions for Encoding Info rmation

about LISP Structures

LI: (IF—AN—EXPRESSION—IS—A—LVword)
• ( (WORD—FOR LVword LVcategory)

(GVhold ( LVcategory LVobj ))
(GVword = LVword)
(GVobj LVobj )

L2: (GVword-IT—IS-A-LVword )
• (WORD-FOR LVword LVcategory)

(CONDITION GVhold)
(ACTION (LVcategory GVobj))

L3: (IF—AN—EXPRESSION—BEGINS—WITH—A-LVword )
(WORD-FOR LVword LVcategory)

(GVhold (BEGINS LVobj LVobjl)
(LVcategory LVobji))

(GVword = LVword)
(GVobj LVobj)
(GVobji LVobji)

L14: (GVword-FOLLOWED—BY-A-LVword)
(WORD—FOR LVword LVcategory)

(GV’nold (BEFORE GVobjl LVobji))
(LVcategory LVobj l ))

(GVobjl LVobji)
(GVtok LVtok)

Prod uctions L3 and L1.I are responsible for processing the more

complex composite condition like (5). L3 processes the first b~~ins

phrase and LI! each subsequent followed-by phrase. They build up in

propositional form a description of the structure described and attach
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that description to GVhold . Thus, GVhold points to a set of

• descriptions. After the condition is complete , production L2 will apply

to process the result clause and designate the production . The

production designated after processing (5) is:

P2: (BEGINS LVy LVa)
(€LEFT-PARENTHESIS LVa)
(BEFORE LVa LVb)
(~S—EXPRESSION LVb )
(BEFORE LVb LVc)
(~ DOT LVc)
(BEFORE LVc LVd)
(~S—EXPRESSION LVd)(BEFORE LVd LVe)
(€RIGHT—PARENTHESIS LVe)

(€DOTTED—PAIR LVy)

The production system in Table 3 represents a relatively pure

instructional system. The output of these productions are other

productions which serve the function of actually recognizing the various

LISP expressions.

5.3 The Preprocessor

A set of designating productions like those jn Table 3 are

clearly a hig~~.y structured and sophisticated system. They represent the

outcome of considerable learning about the nature of language and

instruction . It turns out that it is not just in instructional

situations that there exist sophisticated initial systems. In many

learning situations properly called “inductive” there is an important

contribution of sophisticated designating productions to learning . In

all learning situations, instructional or inductive , we propose that
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there exists a set of designating productions that serve to structure the

learning situation . Depending or’ their sophistication they structure the

situation to a greater or lesser extent. In all cases we refer to the

set of relevant designating productions and productions which influence

the designating productions as the preprocessor. Thus, the set of four

productions i~ Table 3 constitute a preprocessor for encod ing LISP

definitions. The preprocessor does not contain all the intelligence

contributing to learning but it does contain a good bit.

5.14 The Initial Preprocessor and First Language Acquisition

We are beginning to formulate a set of hypotheses about how

children structure their initial learning situations and how this would

apply to first language learning. Curiously enough , these proposals are

not that different from classical learning theory proposals.

S~~cifically, we are proposing a rather primitive set of productions for

initially structur ing learning . Table ‘I contains what two of these

productions might look like. Production INNATE 1 encodes a principle of

reinforcement. It asserts that if event LVevent occ wred at time

LVtimei , if ACT performs LVresoonse at time LVtime2 and if ACT is

reinforced at time LVtime3 and if these three events are j n close

temporal succession , then ACT will construc t a production generating the

required action in the prescribed situation .
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Table LI
Two Initial Preprocessing Productions

INNATE1:(AT—TIME LVevent LVtimei)
(LVresponse = (LVactior’ ACT LVobj))
( AT—TIME LVresponse LVtime2)
(LVresult = (REINFORCED ACT))
(AT—TIME LVresult LVtime3)
(JUST—BEFORE LVtimel LVtime2)
(JUST—BEFORE LVtime2 LVtime3)

(CONDITION LVever’t)
(ACTION LVresponse)

INNATE2:(AT—TIME LVeventl LVtiinei)
(AT—TIME LVevent2 LVtime2)
(JUST BEFORE LVtimel LVtime2)
(INTERSECTING LVeventl LVevent2)

(CONDITION LVeventi)
(ACTION (PREDICT ACT LVever’t2))

To illustrate this production suppose the event was mother

pointing at a ball , represented

(POINT MOMMY X )
(~ BALL X)

and by one means or another ACT was induced to say “ball ,“ represented:

(SAY ACT BALL )

Then , if ACT was reinforced the production that would be designated would

be:

(POINT MOMMY X)
(~ BAI.L X )

(SAY ACT BALL )
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This sort of production is a modest but necessary step towards the

• lexicalization of natural language. That is, it introduces a connection

between the word BALL and the concept ~BALL.

In the ACT framework, the traditional contiguity constraints on

the effectiveness of reinforcement become particularly meaningful . There

are any number of events, actions, and reinforcements in one’s life. If

productions were being generated from all combinations there would be

hopelessly many productions to deal with . The constraints of contiguity

between event and response and between response and reinforcement serve

to focus the system in on those combinations which are most likely to be

relevant.

This focusing function is also seen strongly ir ’ production

INNATE2 which builds into ACT a principle of association by contiguity

and similarity. It will apply whenever two ever’ts, LVeventi and LVevent2

occur in close temporal contiguity and whenever there is a network

connection between them as tested by the INTERSECTING condition . The

INTERSECTING condition successfully applies whenever the two events have

a network intersection in memory (looking up to specified depth——

currently 10 links). The intersecting test serves basically to weed out

many of the accidental contiguities of events and serves to focus ACT or

events which do have a relation .

As an example of how this production system would apply to

language learning consider how it might serve to start ACT on the way to

the sequencing of words in language. Suppose , ACT hears I’bmy utter the

phrase “Spot barks.” This would be represented as the two events:
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• (€SAY ~MOMMY SPOT)
• 

• 
(€SAY ~MOtlMY BARKS)

which do occur in close temporal succession . There are numerous

intersections between these two events inplud ing the terms ~SAY a~d

MOMMY. Also there would be the connection that both SPOT and BARKS are

words. Another important connection might be the event of Soot barking.

All this is er’ough to allow production INNATE 2 to execute . The

• production it would designate would be:

(~SAY QM(]IMY SPOT)

(PREDICT ACT (SAY €MOMMY BARKS))

This is a production which predicts that €MOMMY will say barks after

saying Soot. As such the production is both wrong and not particularly

useful. We would want the production to be constrained to those

situations where Spot is barking . We would like a general production for

subject—verb sequences——not one that just applies to ~bmy, Soot, and

barking . We would 1ike a production that can be used for guid ing ACT’s

behavior as well as predicting others. As we will see this production

can evolve in the desired direction through the mechanisms of

generalization and discrimination. However , this production is the first

step in the direction of the final , desired production.

The productions in Table LI are not unique to producing linguistic

behavior . We speculate that they and others like them can serve as the

basis of much of a child ’s cognitive develoitnent. Of course , learning by

contiguity and similarity are generally considered to be inad equate to
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accoun t for the child’ s rapid develornen t in language and other areas.

• There are in ACT additional learning mechanism s of generalization ,

discrimination , and composition which serve to further direct the course

of learning.

5.5 Designation with Substitution

Designation in ACT occur s through its data base . That is , ACT

designates certain propositions in memory to serve as patterns for

condition s and other propositions j n memory to serve as patterns for

actions. In some cases, the propositions after which the designated

production will be patterned must be built anew. Other times, however ,

these propositions already exist in memory. So, for ir’stance, the

production on p. 52 for describing a ball originated from the actual

events of 1~bmmy pointing to a ball and ACT saying “b all.” It is often

critical to use incoming information from the environment to form

production patterns.

However , sometimes the environmental patterns are not exactly

what is needed . It is necessary to replace certain nodes jn the

environm ental event by other nodes. One good example of the need for

this comes from learning by modelling . Consider the following production

which might be useful in learr ’ir ’g—by—modelli~g:

(LOOK-AT GVmodel LVevert)
(LVprop = (SAY GVmodel LVphrase))

(CONDITION LVevent)
( ACTION LVprop)
(REPLACE GVmodel ACT)
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This production encodes that , if the model says a phrase in response to

oerception of an even t , then ACT should build a production i~ which it

does t~e sane. So, suppose the model (GVmodel = Mommy) says “Hi” when

she sees a friend wave to her . Thus we have:

( LOOK-AT MOMM Y ( ALICE WAVE))

and
(SAY MOMMY HI)

which matchs the condit ior ’ of the modelling prod~c~ion . Then the new

production designated will be of the form:

(LOOK-AT ACT (ALICE WAVE))

(SAY ACT HI )

ir ’ which ACT has replaced MOMMY wherever it occurred ir ’ the original

prod uction .

Another pl ace where repl acemer’t is useful is in introducing

variables into a designated prod uction . Consider , for instance , a

student faced with the following definition of CONS jn the language LISP:

( C O N S A B )  = ( A .  B)

which he represents to himself as:

(EVA LUATE (CONS A B) (LP A DOT B RP ))

where LP stands for left parenthesis and RP stands for right parenthesis.

The task is to translate this information into a production for

processir’g CONS ir’ such a way that the production is not specific to the d

terms A and B. The followir’g designating production will convert the

above definition of CONS into the appropriate production.

H: (EVALUATE (LVoperatio~ = (LVfunction LVargl LVarg2)) LVstruct)
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(CONDITION LVooeratior’)
(ACTION LVstruct)
(REPLACE LVargl LVx)
(INDEFINITE LVx)
(REPLACE LVarg2 LVy)
(INDEFINITE LVy)

This designating production, applied to the above structure, results in

the following production:

P2 : ( CONS LVterm l LVterm2 )

(LP—LVterm l —DOT—LVterm2—RP)

In matching P1 , LVargl is bound to A and LVarg2 to B. However , the

structure designated h~s LVargl and LVarg2 replaced by nodes LVx and LVy .

The INDEFINITE predicates in P1 cause new local variables LVterrn l and

LVterrrz2 to be pl aced ir ’ the designated production rather than any

definite nodes. So the substitution mechanism in ACT allows a way for

designating productions which are more general than the data they are

designated from because additional local variables have been introduced .

6 Production Strengthening

In the ACT system there can be a number of productions which are

capable of applying at one time. Some of these productions can be in

direct conflict. For instance, the system may have multiple productions

encod ing alternate rules for pluralizing a noun . Selection among

competing productions is partially determined by their strength where the

strength of a prod uction is a measure of its past history of success in

application.
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6.1 Strength Computation

Every time a production is executed and every time another

consistent production is designated or executed , the strength of the

production is incremented by one unit . Note that the strength of a

production increases , not only when it executes , but when a consistent

production executes. By “consistent” is mean t a production which appl ies

in the same situation and performs the sane action . This mean s that the

condition of the executed production must be a special case of the

condition of the to—be—stren gthened production or identical with it. The

actions must be identical (after instantiation of variables) . Thus , it

is possible to determine whether one production is consistent with

another simply by doing a syntactic comoarison of the two productions.

This pr incipl e of consistency pl aces into the ACT system a means by which

a more general production will accrue strength more rapidly than its

specific variants. This will prove important to understanding ACT ’s

general ization powers.

We have developed a set of rules for calculating production

strength which produce behavior o~ ACT ’ s cart which has human—like

qualities but does appear to be more rapid . Productions are init ial ly

designated with strength .1. Each sub sequent strengthening of a

production results in an increment of .025 . We set the original total

strength of the production system at 20. These values undoubtedly tune

the system to display learning more rapid than that of humans. However ,

since the cost of a trial is very expensive computationally in ACT, we

are motivated to Speed up the rate of learning .
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The time to apply a production is an inverse function of its

• strength relative to the strength of all competing productions selected

• for possible appl ication o~ that trial . Thus, if s is the strength of a

production and S is the sum of its strength and the strength of all of

its canoetitors, the mean time for that production to apply is cS/s where

c is a time scale factor . This predicts that time should decrease with

frequency of a production but increase with the number and strength of’ a

production ’s competitors. Both predictions were confirmed in Anderson

(1976 , Section 6.3) .

6.2 Designation has Precedence over Strength

There need s to be a means of overriding the effects of production

strength . Adults can temporarily override very strong rules j n response

to simple instruction . So , for instance , despite the fact that the “add

s” pluralization rule is quite strong , we have little difficulty in

instituting a substitute “add er ” pl uralization rule (e .g . ,  I saw three

doger) . This simply indicates that too—down rules elicited by deliberate

intention take precedence over bottom—up rules elicited j n response to

data. To put it in ACT terms: If a production is designated it will be

given a temporary precedence over any prod uction el icited by the data .

To put it jn another way: Production strength is only relevant to data—

selected productions. ACT always executes designated productions first

and then applies data—selected productions accord ing to their strength .

The well_known experiments by La Berge ( 197~4 )  provide nice support
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for these operating pr inciples in ACT. La Berge used a mixture of a

• 
• 

successive and a simultaneous matching pa r ad igm : The subject always saw a

single letter first. Th€n usually he saw a second letter which he had to

identify as same or different from the first. This is the successive

case. Sometimes, however , the second thing he saw was a pair of

different letters and he had to judge whether these were the same——

without regard to the first letter. This is the simultaneous case. In

the successive case the subject could designate ahead of time a procedure

for recognizing the speci fic letter tested . In the simultaneous case,

however , the correct recognition procedure had to be selected by the

data . So , in the first , successive designation case we would not expect

strength of a procedure to have an effect. However , in the second

simultaneous data— driven case , strength should have an effect. LaBerge

manipulated strength of the procedure by manipulating the amoun t of

experience with the to_be_recognized letters. In one case these letters

were familiar roman alohabet and in the other case they were unfamiliar ,

experimenter—created , letter—like symbols. Lal3erge found slower

recognition times for the weaker , un familiar letters only jn the

simul taneous , data—driven case——as ACT would predict.

We have seen how ACT is able to compensate for the weakness of a

production by direct designation . There might seem to be a symmetric

possibility——that is, directly designating that strong productions should

not apply. However , we think the evidence is that people are very poor

at inhibiting well—practiced mental procedures under conditions j r which
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they normally apply——alth. ugh people are fairly good at inhibiting overt

• behavioral ind ications of a procedure. As an exercise try not

comprehending a sentence spoken to you. The only means that seems at all

effective (short of plugging your ears) seems to be to set up some

competing mental procedure (mental multiplication) to keep oneself from

processing the sentence. So we seem not to have the same facility to

inhibit a procedure as we have to designate one. Similarly, ACT does not

have a s~ iinetric ability to block application of a procedure.

6.3 Interaction Between Strength and Specificity

To fully understand how the strength principl e works one must

consider its interaction with the principle of specificity. On any cycle

of the production system , ACT will attempt to apply a set of productions

cal led the APPLYLIST. The productions can be placed in the APPLYLIST by

designation or by data—selection . There are two factors that determine

whether a production is data—selected . First, the nodes named i~ its

condition must be active (see page 28). If this factor is satisfied , the

strength of a production determines its probability of being placed on

the APPLYLIST. However , once on the APPLYLIST, another principle is used

to determine which productions will be executed——this is soecificity. If

there are two croductions, one whose condition is more specific than

another ( i . e . ,  requires additional structure to be in memory) and if all

the conditions of the more specific production are met , then the more

specific production will apply and will block the execution of its more

general counterpart.
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• To see these two principles at operation , consider the behavior

of a mini—simulatior of the ACT system learning to refer to objects. We

will assume that it initially refers by nouns without determiners. The

following production generates this behavior.

P1: (REFER ACT LVobj)
(CONCEPT—FOR LVobj LVidea)
(WORD—FOR LVword LVidea)

(SAY ACT LVword)

• However , we assume that at sometime the program notes that determiners

are used in model soeech, and the use of the determiner is related to

whether the listener knows about the object. The program has the

following production to monitor what the model says and what the listener

k’~~ws about the object the model is speaking of:

Dl: (LVprop = (REFER GVmodel LVobj))
(LVp.ropl = (CONCEPT-FOR LVobj LVidea))
(LVprop2 = (WORD—FOR LVword LVidea))
(LVprop3 (LVrelation LISTENER LVobj))
(LVpro&4 (SAY MODEL (LVword l LVword )))

(CONDITION LVprop LVpropl LVprop2 LVprop3)
(ACTION LVprop)4)
(REPLACE GVmodel ACT)
(REPLACE LVobj LVobjl)
(INDEFINITE LVobjl)
(REPLACE LVidea LVideal)
(INDEFINITE LVideal)
(REPLACE Li/word •LVwordx)
(INDEFINITE LVwordx)

The REPLACE and INDEFINITE commands cause new local variables to be

introduced for the nodes bound to variables LVobj, LVword , and LVidea——

see earlier discussion on page 57. (Variables could also be introduced
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by a slower process of generalizing from a number of examples— — see the

discussion i~ the next section.) This production , upon seeing a definite

noun phrase, would designate a production of the form:

P2: (REFER ACT LVobjx)
( CONCEPT—FOR LVobjx LVideax )
(WORD—FOR LVwordx LVideax )
(AWARE LISTENER LVobjx )

(SAY ACT (THE LVwordx))

Upon seeing an indefinite noun phrase , it would designate the production:

P3: (REF ER ACT LVobjy)
( CONCEPT—FOR LVobjy LVideay)
(WORD—FOR LVwordy LVideay)
(UNAWARE LISTENER LVobjy)

(SAY ACT (A LVwordy))

These two productions, P2 and P3, have more specific conditions than the

original production P1. Therefore, if on the APPLYLIST, they would apply

and block the less correct production P1. However , they are initially

much weaker and so have initially a smaller probability of being in the

APPLYLIST.

We ran a simulation of the behavior of a production system with

productions P1 and Dl. Production P1 was given strength 20 but Dl was

given a strength of only .1 to reflect its newly created status. We then

ran a simulation in which we alternated between model trial s and test

• trials. On model trials we gave the system an example of the model using

definite and indefinite articles, alternating between these. On test

trials we required the system to generate noun phrases, alternatively to
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express definite and indefinite objects. So a series of four trials

• would be to model definite , test definite , model indefinite, test

indefinite . In i t ial ly production Dl was unreliably applied , reflecting

its weak strength . Similarly, when it did designate productions these

croductions were weak and applied unreliably. However, gradually Dl

built up strength through use and came to behave more reliably.

Similarly, the production it designated became more frequent.
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Figure ) 4 .  Increase with practice in ACT’s correct application
of the articles a and the .

We ran ten simulations over forty trials ( 10 sets of four

alternating trials). Figure )4 presents the results of these simulations
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in terms of the percentage of correct article usage jn each block of )4

trials. There is a gradual increase in the fr,equency with which the

correct forms are used . Data from individual runs displayed much the

same behavior . We have repr oduced in Figure LI the best and worst

individual learning courses. (In these individual curves we have

averag ed together two blocks of four.)  They also reflect relatively

rapid , but not all—or—none , changes in level of performance . There is

this relatively quick change because success tends to feed on itself in

ACT. A successful execution of a production results in an increment j n

its strength and consequently greater opportunity for further execution

and strengthening. Roger Brown (1973) reports that children show just

these shar p , but not all_or_none , changes in the percentage of’ correct

usage of morpheme—like articles.

7 Prod uctiofl Generalization

Generalization is ~n absolutely critical element to any theory of

procedural learning . The hallmark of human learning i~ areas like

language acquisition is its abil i ty to general ize to yet_unencountered

examples . It is because of generalization that we are not forced to

learn separately how to behave in each possible situation but rather can

go fr om a relatively limited training experience to a competence that is

applicable to an unlimited number of situations. It is also failure to

produce the appropriate kind s of generalization that served as one of the

focal points for the 2ttack of the new psycholinguistics on traditional

learning theory.

_ _ _ _ _  j
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7.1 Designated Generalizations

General ization in the ACT framework occur s j n o~e of two ways .

First , the initial productions that are designated are somewhat general ——

as our previous mini—systems clearly illustrate . Suppose the system is

learning by modelling its behavior according to examples orovided by a

model. In failing to encode all the circumstances it is implicitly

abstracting and selecting . In failing to specify certain features it is

implicitly generalizing . There is also the more explicit form of

generalization when a variable is specified in the designating

production. This is nicely illustrated in the example involving encoding

of the LISP CONS function on page 56. Here ACT is deliberately replacing

specific constants like “A” and “B” with variables like LVargl and

LVarg2.

7.2 Automatic Generalization

The second major tyoe of generalization is a process that occurs

automatically without designation . It is the process by which ACT

compares a pair of productions , extracts what they have in common, and

proposes new productions which will apply in all the circumstances of the

original productions. More importantly, this generalized production will

appl y in situations where neither original production appl ied . We

speculate that this generalization process is particularly important j n

relatively unstructured situations where there is little direct guidance

from instruction . For instance , this learning process would be important
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in inducing the principles of program writing from examples or in

modelling first language acquisition . This section is mainly concerned

with analyzing the automatic generalization process. First, we will

define the process by which two prod uctions are generalized . Then , we

will consider the factors that determine whether there will be an attempt

to general ize two productions and the factors that determine what the
• fate will ~e of the generalized production.

— 7.3 Definition-j of Generalization

Our definition of generalization can be seen as an adaption of

Vere ( 1977) : A production C 1 => A 1 is considered a generalization of C2
> A~ if C1 > A 1 applies in every circumstances that C2 => A2 does (and

possibly others); and in these circumstances C2 => A2 causes just the

same changes to the data base as C 1 => A 1. We can specify the conditions

under which one production will be a generalization of another: Consider

any consistent scheme for renaming local variables and nodes in C2 by

local variables in C1.. We will refer to this as a substitution 8. Let

802 denote C2 after these substitutions have been made. Similarly, let

0A2 denote the action after the same substitutions. Then C1 :> A 1 is a

generalization of C2 => A2 if and only if there is some 8 such that C 1 ~
802 and A 1 = 8A2. Let us apply this definition to an example production

for making an inference about geography.

P1: (IN LVolace LVcontinent)
(WET LVplace)
( HOT LVplace)
(FLAT LVplace)

(CAN—GR cM LVplace RICE )
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P2: (IN LVlocation ASIA)
( WET LVlocatio”)
(HOT LVlocatior) -

(FLAT LVlocation)
(HAS Li/location ORIENTALS)

( cAN—GR OW LVlocation RICE)

Consider the following substitution 0 for production P2: replace ASIA by

• LVcontinent and replace LVlocation by LVplace. The condition of P2 after

this substitution becomes 902 =

(IN LVPlace LVcontinent)
(WET LVplace)
(HOT LVplace)
(FLAT LVplace)
(HAS LVplace ORIENTALS)

This is a proper superset of C 1 in that it has the additional clause (HAS

LVplace ORIENTALS). Thus, we satisfy the criterion C1 c C2. The
action of P2 after substitution becomes 8A2 (CAN-GROW LVPlace RICE)

which is identical to the action of A 1~ Thus, we satisfy the constraint

A 1 8A2. So, by definition P1 is a generalization of P2. P2 di ffers

from P1 in that it will only apply to Asian countries with Oriental

inhabitants. We will denote the fact that P1 is a generalization of P2

by P~ < F’2.
Note that prod uction P 1 achieves its more general status by two

means-—both replacement of nodes by variables (in this case ASIA by

LVcontinent) and by deletion of clauses. The extremes of these means of

generalization are rather bizarre possibilities. One way to have

production P1 be more general than P2 is to have P1 consist totally of
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var iables. However , such a P1 could not be matched . An even more

• extreme case would be if the condition of P1 had no clauses. This would

also be impossible to use. So, when we speak of a production P1 being

more general than another production P2, we exclude the possibilities

that P1 may consist of all var iables or that P1 has no clauses j’~ its

condition.

The automatic generalization routine tries to find common

generalizations for a pair of productions P1 and P2. A production P3 is

a common generalization of P1 and P2 if P3 < P1 and P3 < P2. More

specifically, ACT tries to form max imal common generalizations. p3 is a

maximal common generalization of P 1 and P2 if P3 < P 1 and P3 < P2 and

there ex ists no other P such that P
3 < p and P < P1 and P < P2. A

max imal common generalization P3 is one which deletes the minimal number

of clauses in P1 and P2 and replaces the minimal number of nodes in P1

and P2 by variables. It is possible (although it has not often been the

case in our applications) that a pair of productions can have more than

one max imal common generalization. In such cases ACT selects one of

these arbitrarily.

Before considering further the circumstances under which ACT

chooses to form generalizations and how it computes such generalizations,

it would be useful to have an example of the program performing

generalizations.
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7.4 Two Examples of Generalization

Here we would like to work throug h two examples of the

general ization mechanism. The first example that we want to consider is

an attempt to learn the sentence fr ames that define a word like give.

The situation modelled in this simulation is one in which ACT is

observing a teacher who is uttering sentences and indicating the meaning

of these sentences by pointing to events in the world. Table 5 contains

the designating production for this example plus the productions

designated . Production D is the only designating production needed . The

first input to the production was:

(SAYS TEACHER (JOHN-GAVE—THE—BALL—TO—JANE ))

(POINTS TEACHER (CAUSE—CHANGE JOHN
(POSSESSION JOHN BALL TIME1)
(POSSESSION JANE BALL TIME2)))

Production D designates the sentence as the condition of a production and

the meaning as the action. Thus, it is designating a comprehension

production——to map from sentence to meaning. The production so

designated is given in Table 5 as Gi.  Note that the meaning designated

does not involve the concept GIVE directly but decomposes it into more

primitive concepts of CAUSE CHANGE and POSSESSION. We hardly mean to

endorse semantic decomposition (see knderson , 1976 , 73—74 and page 116 of

this report for a discussion). However , this example does show ACT has

the potential for semantic decomposition.
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Table 5
The Designating Productions and Gereralizations

• 
- in the Example Involving Learning the Syntactic

Str ucture of GIVE

D: (SAY TEACHER (LVsentence =
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(POINTS GVteacher LVprop)

(CONDITION LVsentence)
(ACTION LVProp)

G1: (JOHN-GAVE--TUE-BALL-TO-JANE)

(CAUSE-CHANGE JOHN
(POSSESSION JOHN BALL TIME 1)

• (POSSESSION JANE BALL TIME2 ))

G2: ( BILL-GAVE-THE—DOLLY-TO-MARY )

(CAUSE—CHA NGE BILL
(POSSESSION BILL DOLLY TIME1)
(POSSESSION MARRY DOLLY TIME2))

G3: (LVagent—GAVE-THE—LVobject—TO—LVrec ipient)

(CAUSE-CHANGE LVagent
(POSSESSION LVagent LVobject LVtimel)
(POSSESSION LVrecipient LVobject LVtime2))

G4: (MARY-GAVE-TO-JOHN-THE-BALL)

(CAUSE—CHANGE MARY
(POSSESSION MARY BALL TIMES)
( POSSESSION JOHN BALL TIME6 ))

G5: (BILLy-GAVE-TO-JANE-THE-DOLLY)

(CAUSE-CHANGE BILL
(POSSESSION BILL DOLLY TIME?)
(POSSESSION JANE DOLLY TIME8))

G6: ( L .Vagent l—GAVE—TO—LVrecipie nt l—T HE—LVobje ct l)

(CAUSE-CHANGE LVagent 1
(POSSESSION LVagentl LVobjectl LVtimes)
(POSSESSION LVrecipientl LVobjectl LVtime6))
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There are admittedly a number of unrealistic simplifications in

the example. For instance , the production D matches the whole 6 word

string. It would be more realistic to have a number of productions

matching a word or two at a time. Also it is a little strange to suppose

we have a teacher pointing at an event which spans times in the past.

These problems could be remedied but at the cost of considerable

complication in the exposition.

The second induced production , 02 , results from input of the

sentence Bill gave the dolly to Mary. On the basis of these two

sentences a generalized production , G3, is produced by replacing with

variables those nodes that dif fe r in the two productions. This general

production will comprehend any statement of the form Person gave the

object to person. Productions GL$ _G6 reflect a train ing and

generalization history to produce G6 which will handle general statements

of the form Person gave to person the object. These two training

histories were performed to show that ACT would not confuse the two

sentence structures and try to form generalizations of the two. There is

~o way to substitute variables from the condition of G3 into G6 such that

the two actions are the same and this is a necessary condition for

generalization. I~ G3 the fourth word denotes the object in the action ,

while in G6 it denotes the recipient.
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Example I
b i—

BBI

• a1/~~ b3

$ I
ii 13 Example 3

Example 2 

b9 

BB3 

blO 
-

b12~~~~~~S3~~~~~~~

p10 rI p9 r2

Figure 5. The three examples of chairs presented to the
program——adapted from Hayes—Roth & McDermott— 1976.

The second example to be discussed concerns the induction of’ the

concept of’ a chair. (This example has not yet been implemented.) It is
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an adaptation of a problem posed and solved in Hayes-Roth and Mc Dermott

(1976). Figure 5 illustrates three chairs that will be presented to the

system as examples. It is assumed that these examples are encod ed by the

system as productions , where the condition of the production encodes the

description of the object and the action encodes the assertion that the

object is a chair .
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Table 6
• Productions Designated and General ized in the

Induction of the Concept of Chair

• • El :  ( ARM Al 01 P1 S14)
(ARM A2 01 P2 S3)
(LEG LLI 01 B3 B3a)
(LEG L3 01 S3 S3a)
(LEG L2 01 P 3 P3a)
(LEG Li 01 514 S4a)
(QUADRILATERAL BB 1 01 Bi 82 B3 B’l)
(QUADRILA TERAL SS1 01 B4 83 S3 S14)
(ONPOINT BB1 P1)

• (ONPOINT BB1 P2)
(ON POINT SS1 P3)
(BROWN B81)
( BROWN SS1)

(CHAIR 01)

E2: (ARM A3 02 P’4 S8)
(ARM A14 02 P5 S7)
(LEG LB 02 B7 P8)
(LEG L7 02 S7 P9)
(LEG L6 02 P6 P7)
(LEG L5 02 S8 P l O )
(ROCKER Ri 02 P7 P10)
(ROCKER R2 02 P8 P9)
(QUADRILATERAL BB2 B5 B6 B7 B8)
(QUADRILATERA L SS2 B8 87 37 S8)
(ONPOINT BB2 P’4 )
(ONPOINT BB2 P5)
(ONPOI NT SS2 P~ )
( BROWN BB2)
(ORANGE SS2)

(CHAIR 02)
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E 1*E2: (ARM LVa 1 LVo LVP1 LVs1I)
• ( ARM LVa2 LV0 LVP2 LV53)

• 
- (LEG LV114 LV0 LVb3 LVb3a)

(LEG LV13 LV0 LV53 LVs3a)
(LEG LV12 LV0 LVo3 LVp3a)
(LEG LV11 LVo LV5L1 LVs14a)
(QUADRILATERAL LVbb LV0 LVb 1 LVb2 LVb 3 LVb14)
(QUADRILATERAL LVss LVo LVbI4 LVb3 LVs3 LVs14)
(ONPC T.NT LVbb LVp1)

• (ONPOINT LVbb LVp2)
(ONPOINT LVss LVp3)
(BROWN LVbb)

(CHAIR LVo)

E3: (LEG L9 03 B12 B12a)
(LEG L12 03 311 Sila)
(LEG Lii 03 P11 Piia)
(LEG L10 03 S12 S12a)
(QUADRILATERAL BB3 03 B9 BiO Bli B12)
(QUADRI LATERA l,. SS3 03 B 12 Bl i  Sli  312)
(ONPOINT SS3 P11)
(BROWN SS3)
(ORANGE BB3)

( CHAIR 03)

(El*E2)*E3:
(LEG LV14 LVo LVb14 LVb 14a)
(LEG LV13 LVo LVs3 LVs3a)
(LEG LV12 LV0 LVp3 LVp3a)
(LEG LVli LV0 LVsLI LVs14a)
(QUADRILATERAL LVbb LV0 LVb 1 LVb2 LVb3 LVbx)
(QUADRILATERAL LVss LV0 LVbx LVb3 LVs3 LVs14)
(ONPOINT LVss LVp3)

( CHAIR LVo)
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Consider production El in Table 6 which encodes the first

example. It describes the object 01. Interpreting the clauses in the

condition it asserts:

• 1. 01 has arm Al with termini Ri and Sf4 .

2. 01 has arm A2 with termini P2 and S3.

3. 01 has leg L14 with termini B3 and B3a. (I
have taken the liberty of labelling the bottoms of
the legs in the Hayes—Roth & McDermott figures.)

14. 01 has leg L3 with termini S3 and S3a.

5. 01 has leg L2 with termi’-’i P3 and P3a .

6. 01 has leg Li with termini S~4 and Slia .

7. 01 has a quadrilateral—shaped area , BBl ,
defined (clockwise from upper left quadrant) by Bl B2
83 and B14.

8. 01 has a quadrilateral—shaped area , 331,
defined by 514 B3 S3 S14.

9. Point P1 is on BB1.

10. Point P2 is on BB1.

11. Point P3 is on 331.

12. BB1 is brown .

13. 331 is brown .

Note that this is an en~~ding of the line drawing without the

benefit of three_dimensional information——the seat and back are defined

as quadrilaterals not c~ rectangles, it is not encoded that leg L2 joins

at 514 but only that it is stops at P3 where it is occluded by the seat

331.
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Table 6 also contains production encodings of the other two

examples. It is assumed that these prod uctions represent the out put of a

perceptual analysis of the picture. We do not actually have such

perceptual analyzers. Like Hayes—Roth and Mc Dermott we directly give the

program these productions.

Table 6 contains E1*E2, the generalization that was form ed after

presentation of the first two examples. In producing this

generalization , ACT has replaced all the ~‘constants ” that differ between

El and E2 by variables. Since the two examples disagree as to whether

the seat is brown , that particular feature has been deleted from the

concept . Finally,  the two rocker descriptions from E2 are not

repr esented . E3 is an example which identifies that the arms are not

necessary to the chair concept. Also the chair is presented at a

different angle and so the right back leg is occluded. Finally, this

example establishes that the seat need not be brown . Production

(El*E2)*E3 displays the results of generalizing Ei*E2 with E3. It

specifies the following conditions of an object (LVo) to be considered a

chair .

1. LV0 has leg LV1LI with termin i LVb14 and
LVb4a .

2. LVo has leg LV13 with termi~ i LVs3 and
LVs3a.

3. LV0 has leg LV12 with termini LVp 3 and point
LVp3a .

14. LVo has leg LV11 with termini LV5I1 and
LVs4a .
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5. LVo has a quadrilateral—shaped area , LVbb ,
• 

- defined by points LVbi LVb2 LVb3 LVbx .

6. LV0 has a quadrilateral—sh aped area , LVss ,
defined by points LVbx LVb3 LV53 LVs14.

7. The occlusion point LVp3 is o~ LVss.

The above almost perfectly defines the standard perspective view of a

standard chair. The one thing missing is that the back leg LV14 (the one

not occluded) is attached at point LVb14 to either LVb3 or LVbx at the

back of the seat. This is something that cannot be encoded easily in a

single production but would require a pair of productions__one for each

possibility.

ACT, fed a long series of chair examples, would develop a family

of such productions——some more general and some more specit’ic—--recall

that ACT does not replace a specific production by a generalized version .

Both the specific and the general production coexist. It has been argued

for such concepts (Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Wittgenstein , 1953) that there

does not exist a single set of features to define chair but a family of

feature sets. This family of productions produced by ACT would nicely

correspond to this notion of a family of concepts.

7.5 The Problem of Efficiency

It turns out that a number of other researchers (e.g., Hayes—Roth

& McDermott, 1977 and Vere , 1977 ) have been working or generalization

routines that operate in similar contexts. While our own work evolved

independently, it is also the case that this other work does have claim
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to historical precedence. These enterpr ises do differ in the

computational techniques by which they attempt to discover the

generalizations. Our program uses a rather brute force technique of

trying to put clauses into correspondence by substitution of variables.

Clauses which cannot be put into correspondence are deleted . We achieve

efficiency by heuristics for ordering how clauses are set into

correspondence . If there are n clauses in the condition of P1 and m

clauses i~ P2 (n > m) there are potentially n !  / (n —rn ) ! possible

correspondences to consider . It is therefore wise to try to make these

correspondences in a way that maxim izes how quickly a good correspondence

is cQnsidered and quickly identifies a bad generalization . We also gain

certain efficiencies because of restrictions, shortly to be discussed, in

the generalization process.

It has been observed by Hayes—Roth (1977) that this

generalization problem in its most general form is a~ NP—complete

problem , and therefore probably has no uniformly computationally

satisfactory solution. It is widely believed that the time to solve N~—

complete problems will be an exponential function of problem complexity .

Therefore , it was necessary to restrict our general ization routine to

computing only so long before giving up j r trying to find a

generalization . The reason that tractable solutions can occur in appl ied

problem s is that these applied problems are not random selections from

the general generalization problem , but tend to have certain features

which car be capitalized upon by heuristics. Our heuristics for ordering
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matching of clauses are a” attempt to capture these constraints. Since

• ACT is a psychological simulation these constraints amount to

psychological claims about the kind of generalizations humans will make.

However , we have not yet seen a way to make empirical tests of these

claims . We omit specification of them in the interest of avoiding

• excessive technical detail and because of an inability to provide

empirical interpretation .

7.6 Focusing of the Generalization Process

There is a major aspect of the generalization problem which is

addressed in the ACT orogram which is not addressed in other efforts.

This is the problem of focus: ACT as a realistic system would contain

hundreds of thousands of productions. How does ACT decide upon which

ones it should try to generalize? It would be disastrous to attempt to

general ize all possible pairs of prod uctions. Not only would this be

astronomically costly, it also would produce many spurious

generalizations.

ACT restricts its generalizations to those initiated by newly

designated productions. That is, when a production is designated ACT

attempts to generalize it with other productions that it has. It car be

shown that this restriction to newly formed productions does not miss any

ootential generalizations. Unfortunately, this restriction by itself

does not prod uce sufficient computational savings. However , ACT only

tries to generalize designated productions with productions that are on
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the APPLYLIST . Given that their conditions are active, productions are

placed on the APPLYLIST with a probability dependen t on their strength .

• This activation—plus—strength criterion means that generalization will be

• restricted to productions that are relevant to the current context and

which have had a fair history of’ past success.

Even with these restrictions there is the danger of spur ious

generalizations. Consider the following pair of productions , one of

which might be on the APPLYLIST and the other newl y created

P1: (IN LVlocation ASIA)
(WET LVlocation)
(HOT LVlocation )
(FLAT LVlocation)

(CAN—GROW RICE LVlocation)

P2: (HAVE LVlocation roads)
(IN LVlocation Vietnam)
(NEAR LVlocatior RIVER)
ABS (IN LVlocation mountains)

(CAN—GRGd RICE LVlocation)

Production P1 is a rule about conditions that favor rice—growing in Asia

while P2 is a rule that predicts rice—growing areas jn Vietnam. We would

not want the following generalization to form:

P3: (IN LVlocation LVolace)

(CAN—GROW RICE LVlocation)

which is the max imal coninon generalization of P1 and P2. To avoid such

obviously spurious generalizations we restrict generalization so that it

is only able to delete so many clauses. If’ ‘i is the number of clauses i~ 
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• the ~naller of the two to—be—general i zed conditions , then ACT must keep

at least .75n clauses in the generalization . The only restriction on

replacement of nodes by variables is that all nodes cannot be replaced.

7.7 0verge~eralization

Of course, it is not possible to avoid all spurious

generalizations. Given that human s overgeneralize , it is desirable that

the ACT program overgeneralize in similar circumstances. For instance,

children learning their first language (and it also appears adults

learning a second language——see Bailey , Madden , & Krashen , 19714)

overgeneralize morphemic rules. Thus, a child will generate mans, gived,

etc. We are happy to report ACT does the same. (see Section 8.2)

Overgeneralizations require correction . If the generalization is

just plain wrong , then it will be taken care at’ by ACT ’s strength

• mechani~ns. It is initially designated with little strength and will rot

cane to apply unless it reliably designates correct behavior . However ,

it can be the case, as it is with morphemic overgeneralization , that the

general rule is close to correct but needs some tuning. This tuning is

the responsibility of the discrimination processes which are our next

topic of discussion.

8 Discrimination

Whether by direct designation or by automatic generalization , ACT

can generate too—general productions. Correction of these productions
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depends on a discrimination process . Productions can be directly

• designated which are more discriminate than existing ones. This is like

the ability to directly designate very general productions. However ,

there is also an automatic facility for discrimination. As was the case

with generalization , designated discrimination is postulated to be more

important in highly structured learning situations where ACT can

intelligently go about debugging its errors. Automatic discrimination is

more important in less structured situations. The direct designation

option does not involve any possibilities that we have not already

considered . Therefore , this section will focus on the automatic

discrimination process .

The current automatic discrimination mechanisi~ requires that

there be the potential for negative feedback to the system about its

behavior. ACT keeps track of which productions have created which memory

structures. If it is decided that a memory structure is bad , then the

production which created that structure is punished. The decision that a

structure is bad can come from direct feedback from a teacher , comparison

with a model , computations that note a contradiction , and presumably

other sources as well. If a production is punished its strength is

reduced by a factor of 1/14 in the current implementation . It is also the

case that ~unisFinent evokes the automatic discrimination process —— as we

will discuss shortly.
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8.1 Discrimination by restriction versus discrimination 
~~

exception

It , is useful to separate conceptually two ways in which

discrimination can cure problems of overgeneralization . There can be

overgeneral rules which fail to specify a feature of the problem to which

they apply. For instance, we might have the following production for
— 

decid ing about rice growing :

(WET LVlocation)
(HOT LVlocatjon)

(CAN-GROW RICE LVlocation)

This rule requires an additional condition clause to restrict the

inference to flat areas. The other possible way a production may be

overgeneral is that th~re may be exceptions to production rules. To cure

this overgeneralization it it necessary to characterize the features of

the situations which are exceptions, rather than the features of the

situations where the rule holds.

ACT’s automatic solution to both of these discrimination problems

is a process called variant—spawning . A variant of a production is

spawned by generating a new production which has some further information

specified in its condition . There are two types of variants that can be

created . First , a production can be designated which calls for the same

behavior , but. which has a more specific set of conditions. This is the

way that productions are created to correct under—restricted rules such

as that used in the rice growing example. Suppose this discrirninant
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• production more accurately characterizes the correct situation than its

more general source. Then it will apply in all the situations where the

more general production would have appl ied correctly. Therefore , it will

be strengthened in all the situations that the source is stren gthened ,

but will avoid the punishment that the source gets for misappl ication .

The second type of discrimination is to designate a production with a

different response and more discriminant condition . This is the way to

encode exceptions to a rule. If’ this discriminated production is

sufficiently strengthened it will take precedence, when applicable , over

the more general rule because of ACT ’ s specificity ordering . It will be

useful to have terms for these two tyoes of discrimination . The first we

will refer to as discriminat ion—b y—restriction and the latter as

discrimination—by—exce ption.

Note that in encoding exceptions the discriminant production only

takes pr ecedence ovfr the general . The general production continues to

operate when the discriminant version is not applicable. This is because

except in the circumstance caught by the disc r iminant prod uction , the

general production works just fine and is strengthened . In contrast, in

discrimination_by—restriction the discriminant production comes to

replace the overgeneral production .

8.2 An Example Requiring Discrimination and Generalization

To help firm up these var ious concepts it will be useful to have

an example at hand . We chose a mini_simulation concerned with the
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acquisition of verb inflections for tense and subject noun inflection for
• 

- number . Table 7 shows the four designat ing productions that we used for

this example. Production Ni responds to the appearance of a string of

morphemes spoken by a model . It sets attention (GVtok) to the beginning

of the string . Productions N2 and N3 are responsible for scanning

through the string. Production N2 deals with words or morohemes that

have connections to concepts—— (WORD—FOR LVidea LVword)—--whde N3 deals

• with morphemes that lack such a connection (i.e., inflections).

Production N2 attaches a global variable GVholdc to the propositions that

encode the word—idea connection. As we will see, these propositions will

• be made part of the cond~tion of the designated production. Production

NI! is elicited after N2 and N3 have completed their scan of the string.

This is signalled by setting GVtok to the last morpheme token which

allows the condition (SAY MODEL (...-GVtok)) to match. The embedded

structure (...—GVtok) is shorthand for a string whose last element is

GVtok. The condition of NI! also requires a match to the meaning intended

by the model——a relation (LVrelation) between two objects (LVagent and

LVobject) at a specific time (LVtime) . The other two propositions in the

condition encode the connection between the two objects and class names

for these objects (e.g., between a boy and the class of boys). The

production designated jn the action includes the model ’s meaning

(LVprop2) , the connections between objects and their class concepts

(LVprop3 and LVoro&4 ) , and the word—idea connections associated with

GVholdc. The action of the designated production is the sentence spoken
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by the model . In this designation ACT repl aces reference to the model by

reference to itself.
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Table 7

A Production Set for Learning
Main Clause Structure Plus Ni~~ber Inflection

Ni: (SAY MODEL (LVtok))

(GVtok = LVtok)

N2: (GVtok-LVtok)
(LVmoroh LVtok)
(LVprop = (WORD-FOR LVidea LVmorch))

(GVtok LVtok)
(GVholdc LVprop)

N3: (GVtok-.LVtok)
(LVtwwph LVtok)
ABS ( WOR D—FOR LVidea LVrnorph )

(GVto k = LVtok)

NLI: (LVpropl (SAY MODEL (...-GVtok)))
(LVprop2 = (MEANS MODEL (LVrelation LVagent LVobject LVtime)))
(LVprop3 = (CLASS—FOR LVagent LVideal))
(LVprop4 (CLASS—FOR LVobject LVidea2))

(CONDITION LVprop2 LVprop3 LVpropLI GVholdc)
(ACTION LVpropl)
(REPLACE MODEL ACT)
(UNBIND GVholdc GVtok)

As an exanpie of the productions designated suppose the model

says the sentence The ~~~ likes the girl and we ~ssune ACT understands

~that the model means by reference to the situation in which the sentence

is uttered. The input to these productions will be:

(MEANS MODEL (€LIKE PER 1 PER2 TIME1))
(CLASS—FOR PER 1 ~BOY )
(CLASS—FOR PER2 ~GIRL)(SAY MODEL (THE—BOY-LIKE -S-ThE--GIRL))
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The designated production would be:

(MEANS ACT (ALIKE PER1 PER2 TIME1))
(CLASS-FOR PER1 €BOY )
(CLASS—FOR PER2 ~GIRL)(WORD—FOR ~BOY BOY)
(WORD-FOR ~GIRL GIRL)
(WORD-FOR ~LIKE LIKE)
:>
(SAY ACT (THE-BOY—LIKE-S-THE—GIRL ))

which, for further discussion , we will abbreviate as

P1: (MEANING LIKE BOY GIRL TIME1)

(THE-BOY—LIKE -S-THE GIRL)

Other similar productions would be designated such as:

P2: ( MEANING KICK GIRL DOG TIME2 )

(THE-GIRL—KICK-S-THE-DOG )

From such pairs the following generalization would
be made:

PS: ( MEANING LVverb LVsubj LVobj LVtime)

(THE—LVsubj-LVverb-S-THE-LVobj )

Based on sentences such as:

The dogs cha se the cat
The dog chased the cat
The dogs chased the cat

the following generalizations would result:

P4: (MEANING LVverb LVsubj LVobj LVtime)

(THE—LVsubj—S -LVverb—THE-LVobj )

P5: ( MEANING LVverb LVsubj LVobj LVtime)

(THE-LVsubj -LVverb—ED—THE—LVobj )

P6: (MEANING LVverb LVsubj LVobj LVtime)

(THE—LVsubj— S—LVverb—ED-THE-LVobj )
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Productions P3—P6 deal with the cases of singular and plural subject,

present and past tense verb . These four productions all have the same

condition , implying that the choice of inflection is arbitrary. Of

course, this is incorrect——the productions are too general. The

conditions do not include tests for nuither of subject or for time: This

is because the original designating productions jn Table 7 did not

consider this information relevant.

The following are the four discriminant versions of these

productions that we would like ACT to have:

P7: (MEANING LVverb LVsubj LVobj LVtime)
(PRESENT LVtime)
(SINGULAR LVsubj)

(THE-LVsubj-LVverb—S-THE—LVobj )

P8: ( MEANING LVverb LVsubj LVobj LVtime)
(PRESENT LVtime)
(PLURAL LVsubj)

(THE—LVsubj -S—LVverb-THE—LVobj)

P9: (MEANING LVverb LVsubj LVobj LVtime)
(PAST LVtime)
(SINGULA R LVsubj)

(THE—LVsubj —LVverb—ED —THE—LVobj )

P lO: ( MEANING LVverb LVsubj LVobj  LVtime)
(PAST LVtime)
(PLURAL LVsubj)

(THE—LVsubj—S—LVverb—ED—THE—LVobj)

8.3 Exanpie Continued: Discrimination ~~ Variant Spawning

ACT tries to discover the more discriminant variants required to
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correct P3—P6 by inspecting the contexts in which the overgeneral

productions P3—P6 apply successfully. It trier to fird constraints on

the bindings of the local variables at these points of successful

application. Constraints are any additional propositions in which the

local variable bindings occur. So, for instance, it finds that when P3

applied LVtime was present and LVsubj was singular . These constraints

need to be added to P3 to create the production P7. When it finds the

correct constr aints , the discriminate production will gradually take over

for its parent, bei’~g reinforced in the same situations as the parent

production, but avoiding the punishment that the parent gets.

An early version of the discrimination process spawned such

variants every time a production successfully applied . A prooositio” was

selected at randan fran among the propositions, if any, and was attached

to the bindings of the local variables. If there were no such

propositions, beyond those already sDecified as the production condition ,

no variant was spawned . This process tended to spawn a great many

harmless but useless production variants . They were harmless because

they were as at least as correct as their parents since they applied i”

no new contexts, they were useless when there was no problem with the

behavior of their parents. When there was a problem with the parent

behavior , chances were that the discriminations were the wrong ones and

some other variant should have been spawned . It is true that with enough

time this process should work to solve ACT’s discrimination problems.

However , the method seemed unacceptably inefficient. In line with the
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conjecture discussed earlier about the relationship between Al

considerations and psychological considerations, we decided to jettison

this particular mode of discrimination. It was very inefficient as Al

and , therefore, seemed unacceptable as a psychological theory.

The current discrimination mechanisn is much more selective. It

will only be evoked if the output of a production is punished. The

following production monitors for negative feedback fran the model:

(SAY MODEL (BAD LVsentence))

(BAD LVsentence)

If the model greets the output of the sentence The boy hits the girl with

disaoproval because the tense should have been past, the condition of

this production will be matched and the sentence flagged as bad . This

will cause the production , P7, which generated the sentence to be

punished. The variable bindings are stored for the application of p7

which led to this punished result. When the production applies next and

is not punished , the variable bindings of this application are compared

to the bind ings of the misapolication. This identifies which variables

were differently bound in the two circunstances. A search is made for

some proposition which is true of the current bindings but not the

misappl ication bind ings. One such proposition is selected at random for

spawning a variant .  (The fact that just one is designated means a pair

of d iscriminative refinements is necessary to add two propositions as in

P7) . In the curren t apD ’ ication , no such constraining proposition is

foun d , and one of the local variables is repl aced by o~e of the bind ings

that differs fran the bind ings in the misapplication .

9~4 
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Note that for P7 to have been punished it must have been

selected——indicating that it is probably fairly strong . This means that

discrimination is limited to fairly strong productions which have already

had some history of success. It would be wasteful to discriminate weak

productions which might be so wrong that all effort at correction would

be wasteful.

This discriminant production no more replaces its parent than

does a generalized production replace the productions that gave rise to

it. Rather , the new production is spawned in addition to the parent.

Whether it will come to replace the parent because of accrual of strength

depends on its track record of success and failure.

So, discrimination proceeds by intelligently trying to constrain

the variables in an overgeneral production. As a direct complement to

generalization , discrimination can proceed by adding additional clauses

to a condition or by replacing variables with nodes.

Productions P7—P 10 are not quite adequate in themselves. They do

not deal with irregular past tenses. For instance , to deal with hit we

need the following production:

P11: (MEANING HIT LVsubj LVobj LVtime)
(PAST LVtime)
(SINGULAR LVobj)

(THE-LVsubj-HIT-THE-LVobj)

This production would be generated , with the condition clause (PAST

LVtime) , at an intermediate stage of generalization from examples. If

selected , P11 will apply rather than the general P9 because P11 is more
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specific . By the same means we would get intermediate states of

generalization involving regular verbs like kicked:

P12: (MEANING KICK LVsubj LVobj LVtime)
(PAST LVtime)
(SINGULAR LVobj)

(THE—LVsubj—KICK—ED—THE—LVobj)

As P12 is correct there is no problem with having it as well as the

redundant Pg which generalizes over the verb. Thus, in ACT there may be

a nunber of regular verbs with their own productions to handle them as

well as for irregular verbs. For a s~ecial encoding of a verb to be

effective it would be necessary that it occur with sufficient frequency

to build up adequate strength . This accounts for the observation that

only high frequency words can maintain irregular forms. Low frequency

words cannot have a strong special form and must depend on the general

production.

The fact that there can be redundant special coding of regular

words accounts for the fact that subjects can more rapidly produce

regular forms of words than irregular when the words are of equal

frequency (McKay, 1976). This is because there are two productions——the

general and the specific that can produce the regular inflection but only

one production for the irregular inflection .

8.4 Effect of Punishment on Learning

It is worthwhile to consider what this discrimination mechani~ n

says about the effectiveness of punishment or negative information . In
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the ACT model it is not possible to simply punish and “stamp out” a

negative behavior. It seems a fair general ization from the learning

literature (e.g., Estes , 1970; Hilgard & Bower, 1974) that it is not

possible to do this with living organiams either . An undesired

production in ACT can be gotten rid of in basically one way——by

strengthening a production which will compete with it. For instance, we

saw punishment work with an overgeneral production__but pun ishment worked

by forcing the designation of new, discriminative productions that

attempted to characterize what separated the circunstances of successful

application of the production from the circunstances of non—successful

application. Punishment is only effective jn that it is a stimulus for

discrimination. It remains for successful applications and consistent

designations (or reinforcement , if you will) to build up the strength of

the correctly discriminated production.

It is a widely held premise in the first language learning

literature that negative information is not at all effective. ACT is not

in total agreement with this point of view. It would certainly be the

case that telling a child a sentence is wrong would be useless. A great

man y productions go into a sentence ’s generation and a child would face

an impossible task trying to guess which one or ones were to blame.

However , more focused negative feedback should be helpful. For instance,

if a child utters: two foots and is corrected: two feet he might be able

to recognize that the inflection of foot is at fault. If so, he could

pun ish the production responsible for insertion of the ‘s plural for foot
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and designate a new production for feet . However , Cazden (19611) reuorts

no advantage of providing a child with such correction over providing him

with an opportunity for general interaction in the language. However,

this result is somewhat in dispute (McNeil , 1970). In any case, ACT is

on record to the effect that sufficiently focused correction on

generating errors should produce improvement.

9 Production Composition

9.1 Definition of Composition

Production composition is the newest learning mechanism that we

have projected for ACT (it is not implemented yet). Our interest in

production composition was stirred by the work of Clayton Lewis and our

ideas about it largely come from him. The basic idea behind production

composition is quite simple. Suppose we have productions P1: C1 ~> A 1

and P2: C2 ~> A2 and it is observed that these productions tend to occur

in sequence. Then we can form the composite:

P3: C1 & (C2 — A 1)

A 1 & A2

where (C2 — A 1) denotes all the conditions in C2 that were not created in

the action of A 1. Thus, P3 applies in just the circunstance where P1 and

P2 would apply and it adds to memory the effects of both P1 and P2-—i .e.,

the actions Al and A2. However, what once took two steps now takes one

step.
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Consider this composite—forming possibility as it might be

applied to a language processing example. Suppose initially the system

had the productions:

Li :  (TH E GVtok)
( BEFOR E GVtok LVtok)

(DEFINITE GVtop)
(GVtok = LVtok )

L2: (LVword GVtok)
(ADJECTIVE -LVword)
(WORD-FOR LVword LVidea)
(BEFORE GVtok LVtok)

(LVidea GVtop)
(GVtok = LVtok )

L3: (LVword GVt.ok)
(NOUN LVword)
(WORD—FOR LVword LVidea)

(CLASS-OF GVtop GVidea)

This is a three production sequence for analyzing determiner—adjective—

noun phrases. In this example it is necessary to make a distinction

between words and tokens of these words as they appear in sentences. The

construction (THE GVtok) indicates GVtok is an instance of THE, and the

construct ion (LVword GVtok) indicates GVtok is an instance of LVword .

The production Li processes the definite article the; L2 processes

adjectives and predicates their meaning of the noun phrase topic , GVtop;

and L3 parses nouns and builds a structure to indicate that the topic is

an instance of that noun. By a process of composing Li with L2 and that

composite with L3 (or by composing L2 with L3 and that composite with Li)

we would get:

L 14: (THE GVtok)
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(BEFORE GVto k LVtok)
(BEFORE LVtok LVtok* )
(LVword LVtok)
(LVword* LVto k* )
(WORD-FOR LVword LVidea)
(WORD-FOR LVword* LVidea*)

(DEFIN . TE GVtop)
(LVIDEA GVtop)
(CLASS-OF GVtop LVidea*)
(GVtok LVtok*)

which processes the determiner— adjective— n oun sequence.

There are a nunber of important functions that are served by

composition . First , it serves to reduce the nunber of steps involved in

performing a computation. Second , it reduces the total nunber of

condition elements that need to be matc hed and so speeds up the match.

9.2 Einstellun g Effect

The composition of productions can lead to the Einstellun g

effect. The Einstellung effect refers to the fact that practice on o~e

method of problem solution will produce a blindness to another method of

solution .

Consider the following example of Einstellung as studied by

Luchins (19142). Subjects are given three water jugs of specified size

and are instructed to fill jugs, empty jugs, and transfer water from one

jug to another to achieve a desired quantity of water. The following are

examples of problems given by Luchins to his subj ects. They are given in

the form of the capacities of three jugs A , B, and C and the goal amount:
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A B C GOAL
1 21 127 3 100
2 14 163 25 99
3 18 43 10 5
11 9 42 6 21
5 23 119 3 20
6 15 29 3 18

Note that the first four problems are all susceptible to the solution B-.

A—2C . After working on a nunber of problems with this same solution

subjects tended to become fixated on it. They used this solution on

problem 5 althoug h it had the easier solution A—C , which subjects tend to

find when they have not had the prior experience. Also man y subjects

failed to solve problem 6 although it has the simple solution A + C.

Table 8 contains a set of productions for solving waterjug

problems. Table 8 contains many details not necessary for understanding

the following discussion of composition. Production P1 will try filling

empty jars. Its first condition (GOAL LVquantity) is a test for a goal

flag; the second condition (LVprop (CONTAINS LVjar 0)) tests for an

empty jar; the third condition (CAPACITY LVJar LVamount) serves to bind

the jar’s capacity to the variable LVamount; the fourth absence condition

prevents the move of dunping a jar just after filling it and thus avoids

a foolish lcop. The first action of P1 (FILL ACT LVjar LVnext) calls for

the fill action ; the second action flags the contents of LVjar as no

longer empty, the third action encodes the new amount in the jar, and the

final action sets the global variable GVlast to an ind icant of this fill

action which is now the last action of the system.
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Table 8
A Production Set for Water Jug Problems

P1: (GOAL LVquantity)
(LVprop = (CONTAINS LVjar 0))
(CAPACITY LVjar LI/amount)
ABS (DUMP ACT LVjar GVlast)

(FILL ACT LVjar LVnext)
(FALSE LVProp)
(CONTAINS LVJar LVamount)
(GVlast LVnext)

P2: (GOAL LVquantity)
(LVprop (CONTAINS LVjar LVamount))
ABS (FILL ACT LVjar GVlast)

(DUMP ACT LVjar LVnext)
(FALSE LVProp)
(CONTAINS LVjar 0)
(GVlast LVnext.)

P3: (GOAL LVquantity)
(LVpropl = (CONTAINS LVjarl LVamountl))
(LVprop2 = (CONTAINS LVjar 2 LVamount2) )
(CA PACITY LVjar2 LVamount3)
(GREATER LVamount2 LVamount3)
(PLUS LVamountl LVamount2 LVamount5)
ABS (LVamountl = 0)

(POUR ACT LVjar l LVjar 2 LVnext)
(CONTAINS LVjarl 0)
(CONTAINS LVjar2 LVamount5)
(FALSE LVpropl)
(FALSE LVprop2 )
(GVlast = LVnext)
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P14: (LVpropl = (CONTAINS LVjarl LVamountl))
(LVprop2 (CONTAINS LVjar2 LVamount2))
(CAPACITY LVjar2 LVamount3)
(PLUS LVamount2 LVamountll LVamount3)
(PLUS LVanount4 LVanount5 LVamountl)
ABS (LVanount2 LVamount3)

(POUR ACT LVjarl LVjar2 LVnext)
(CONTAINS LVjarl LVamount5)
(CONTAINS LVjar2 LVamount3)
(FALSE LVpropl)
(FALSE LVProp2)
(GVlast LVnext)

P5: (LVprop = (GOAL LVquantity))
(CONTAINS LVJar LVquantity)

(DONE LVprop)

PX: (LVprop (GOAL LVquantity))
(LVpropl = (CONTAINS LVjarl 0))
(LVprop2 = (CONTAINS LVjar2 0))
(LVprop3 = (CONTAINS LVjar3 0))
(CAPACITY LVjarl LVamountl)
(CAPACITY LVjar2 LVamount2)
(CAPAC ITY LVjar3 LVamount3)
(PLUS LVamountl LVamount4 LVamount2)
(PLUS LVanount3 LVanount5 LVamountil)
(PLUS LVamount3 LVquantity LVamount6)

(FILL ACT LVjar2 LVnextl)
(POUR ACT LVjar2 LVjarl LVnext2)
(POUR ACT LVjar2 LVjar3 LVnext3)
(DUMP ACT LVjar3 LVnextl4)
(POUR ACT LVjar2 LVjar3 LVnext5)
(CONTAINS LVjar2 LVquantity)
(CONTAINS LVjarl LVamountl)
(CONTAINS LVjar3 LVamount3)
(DONE LVprop)
(FALSE LVPropl)
(FALSE LVprop2)
(FALSE LVProp3)
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Production P2 will dunp the contents of a jar. Production p3

encodes the action of emptying one jar into another. Production P14

encodes the operation of emptying as much of one jar into another as

there is room. Production P5 recognizes when the goal has been achieved.

This set of five productions is adequate to solve the waterjug problems

at hand and to make the desired point about the relationship between

production composition and the Einstellung effect.

This production set randomly tries various movements until it

finds the correct sequence. In the case of problems like 1 through ~l the

correct sequence would be, starting with empty jugs: Apply P1 to B, P14 to

A and B, P14 to C and B, P2 to C, and ~14 to C and B. Repetition of this

series leads to composition of this series of productions into larger

units. Production Px represents the outcome of the composition of P1 ,

P4 , P4, P2, P4 , and P5 to solve the first four problems. It would soell

out the steps in the solution to problems 1—5 in one action. Applied to

problem 5 it would block (because of the specificity principle) the

simpler sequence of productions possible: P1 to A and then P14 to A and

C. Strengthening this sequence would interfere with the perception of’ a

solution to problem 6: P1 to A , P3 to A and B, P1 to C, and P3 to B and

C. There are two reasons for this: First, the correct sequence would be

interfered with by practice of the incorrect sequence because of the role

of relative strengths in production selection (see the equation on p.

59) . Second , subsequences of’ the one coded in Px would match this

problem description , be more s~ecific than any of the productions P1—P5 ,

and so be applied rather than the correct production.
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9.3 Conditions for Evoking, Composition

It remains to specify the circun sta’ices under which composition

will occur in ACT. With each priming problem that ACT is given , the

productions in Table 8 will be applied . At first their order of

application will be haphazard but they will always conclude with the

sequence P1 , P4 , P4, P2, P4 , P5. ACT will keep track of which pairs of

productions follow wtüch others in close succession and will form

composites of such pairs. Thus it will compose P1 and P4 into a

production which we will call P6, p14 and P2 into P7, and P4 and PS into

P8. Once P6 , P7, P8 are formed and strengthened they will tend to apply

as a sequence. Then P6 and P7 can be composed into P9 and P9 and PR into

PX given in Table 8. We have restricted composition to operate on pairs

of productions for simplicity sake.

This composition works to create a production like PX which

encodes the correct sequence of steps for problems like 1—5 . However,

composition would also work on other regularities jn the haphazard

applications of P1—P14 before the correct sequence. Thus, ACT may attempt

to pour A and then C into B. If it tries this move frequently it will be

embodied by a composite. The difference between such comoosites and PX

is that they do not encode a problem solution . In contrast , PX does

encod e a problem solution because it includes PS which signals a

solution . It is a deficit of the current ACT system that after forming

the composite PX , it cannot give priority to this production jn l ight of

the fact its action includes a final solution to the problem. We will
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discuss a remedy for this system defect jn the last section . Thus , we

are only capable of partially producing Einstellung in ACW by means of

composition . We can form the composite but we are not able to assign it

the priority that it demands.

10 Significant Problems and Future Directions

We feel quite optimistic about the potential of the learning

theory that has been outlined . The mechanisms proposed seem both

osychologically valid and computationally power ful . We are currently

performing empirical tests of the implications of the learning theory.

What pleases us most is the apparen t generality of these mechani ams——that

they seem appl icable to such a wide range of cognitive procedures. The

obv ious test of the computational power is to try the ACT system out on

some large scale learning example . It would be worthwhile to review the

major obstacles to doing this and the methods we have in mind for

overcoming these obstacles. Discussion of these issues of course also

id entifies the future direction for research jn the ACT project.

However , before doing so we would like to acknowledge that the

basic learning mechanisms we have been proposing__designation ,

strengthening , generalization , discrimination , and composition are not

very differen t from the ideas that have been offered in traditional

learning theory . One might wonder why the now— classic criticisms of

learning theory (e .g . ,  Anderson , 1976 ; Ander son & ~~wer , 1973; Bever ,

Fodor & Garrett , 1968; Chomsky , 1959 1965 ; Katz & Postal , 19614 ) do not
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apply. They do not apply because the basic production system mechanism

is much more powerful as a performance model than the basic mechanisms

(e.g., the S—R bond) of’ the traditional theories. Criticisms of

traditional theories really rested on the computational inadequacy of’ the

performance mechanisms.

10.1 Difficulties with Matching

The current matching scheme is one in which a subset of

productions are selected by the activation process and then the

conditions of each of those are indeoendently matched against memory.

There are at least three serious diff icult ies  with this scheme:

1. Redundant Matching Man y selected productions will share large

portions of their condition oattern , but these common patterns must be

rematched independently for each production. It would be preferable to

have a scheme for matching these common subparts once and for all.

ii. Comolex Conditions on Instantiations The nature of ACT

matching is to retrieve a single instantiation for a production’s

condition and not to retrieve all possible instantiations. This make s it

difficul t to express certain complex conditions. Consider the following

case : One of the simple things we want our LISP learner to do is to apply

the syntactic definition of LISP to the recognition of certain LISP

structures. So , suppose ACT is trying to determine whether a certain

ex pression——call it EXP , is an S—expression . It has two relevant rules:

Rule a If an expression is an atom it is an 5—
expre~~i&, represented (IMPLIES ATOM S—EXPRESSION)
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Rule b If an expression is a dotted—pair it is
an S—ex pression , represented (IMPLIES DOTTED—PAIR 5—
EXPRESSION )

It represents its goal as: GOAL1 = (GOAL (S—EXPRESSION EXP )) .  The node

GOAL1 stands for this high level goal. Supoose ACT has tried out both

definitions for S—expression and they have failed. This is represented :

(TRIED-OUT GOAL1 RULEa)
(TRIED-OUT GOAL1 RULEb )

We want to write a production condition that would recognize that all the

rules relevant to proving S—exoression have been exhausted and that ACT

should flag this goal as a failure:

(LI/goal (GOAL (LVprop LVexp)))
ABS ((LI/rule = (IMPLIES LVoropl LVprop))

ABS (TRIED-OUT LVgoal LVrule))

(FAILURE LVgoal)

This production asserts that if one’s goal is to show property LVprop and

there are no rules for establishing LI/prop which have not been already

tried out, then flag that subgoal as a failure . This condition cannot be

matched in ACT because of the double embedding of absence tests required

to reflect the double negation. This would require one to retrieve and

inspect all instantiations of (IMPLIES LVpropl LVprop)—— something which

the current match scheme does not do.

ii i. Partial Matching The third difficulty with the curre’~t

matching algorithn is that it does not permit partial matches to be

detected . There are a nunber of circunstances where partial matching is
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essential. One of these is in generalization——where a partial match must

be detected between the conditions of two productions. This is currently

performed in ACTF by mechanisms other than the general matcher . However ,

it is probably the case that one match procedure should both detect

overlap between two conditions and detect overlap between a condition and

data . It is also the case that we want to detect partial overlap between

two sets of data to be able to model how subjects detect the similarities

between two concepts. We also want to be able to detect differences.

This is particularly true jn a problem—solv~ng situation where one wants

to adopt difference~reduction techniques. For instance, our definition

of a dotted pair is: a left parenthesis followed by an S_expression

followed by a dot followed by an S-expression followed by a right

parenthesis. We might have as a goal to show that STRUCTURE A is a

dotted pair and our description of STRUCTURE A is Left parenthesis

followed by Structure B followed by a dot followed ~~ Structure C

followed ~~ a right parenthesis. Comparing this to our general

definition of a dotted pair and noting the differences we would set up

the subgoals of showing that Structure B was a~ S—expression and

Structure C was an S-expression.

Partial matching seems pervasive in learning and other aspects of’

human cognition . The correspond ence made between a production condition

and data in the current ACT is a complete match —— if anything fails to

correspond the entire match fails. We have yet to convince ourselves

that in this testing of production conditions matching should ever be
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partial. There is too much potential for ACT to lose control of the

processing and produce bizarre results. However , it seems that ACT

should be able to match conditions to conditions and data to data and in

these circumstances there should be the potential for partial matching .

10.2 Data—Flow Matching

There seems to be a single solution to these three problems with

matching. This is to use the idea of data flow matching such as

described by Forgy (1977) for the Carnegie—Mellon production system.

The basic idea behind data—flow matching is fairly simple ,

although the implementation details seem quite complex . As we have not

passed the implementation hurdle, we will just describe the basic idea.

Figure 6 shows an example of the matching net that might be used . The

terminal nodes of this net can be assumed to refer to simple one—

proposition patterns. In Figure 6 there are six such patterns. Each

pattern can appear in the condition of a number of productions. Figure 6

shows how they might underlie the five productions in Table 9.
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Figure 6. A data—flow network combining overlapping conditions
- in five productions.
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Table 9

The Productions Represented in the Data Flow Network of Fig . 6

P1: (LI/goal = (GOAL (LI/prop LVexp)))
(LVprop DOTTED-PAIR)
(SUBGOAL LI/goal LVgoal l)
(SATISFIED LVgoall)

(S—EXPRESSION LVexp)

P2: (SUBGOAL LI/goal LVgoall)
(SATISFIED LVgoall)

(SATISFIED LVgoal)

P3: (IMPLIES LVpropl LVprop)
(LI/prop DOTTED-PAIR)

(IMPLIES LVPropl S—EXPRESSION )

P4: (LVgoal = (GOAL (LI/prop LVex o)))
(LI/rule = (IMPLIES LVpropl LVprop))
ABS (TRIED-OUT LI/goal LVrule)

(LVgoall = (GOAL (LVexp LVpropl))
(SUBGOAL LVgoal LVgoall)

P5: (LI/goal (GOAL (LVpred LVexp)))
ABS (LI/rule (IMPLIES LVpropl LI/prop))
(ABS (TRIED-OUT LVgoal LVrule)

(FAILURE LVgoal)
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These productions are purely to illustrate the matching network.

They are somewhat ar t i f icial  and somewhat simolistic productions for

reasoning about LISP expressions. P1 asserts that if the goal is to show

LVexp has some property LVprop that is equivalen t to being a dotted pair ,

and its subgoal is satisfied (forgetting that there may be more than one

subgoal) the” LVexp is an S—expression . P2 asserts that if a subgoal is

satisfied the goal is satisfied . P3 asserts that if LVpropl implies a

property , LI/prop , equivalent to being a dotted—pair , then LVpropl also

implies the or~perty of being an S—ex pression . P11 asserts that if the

goal is to show LVexp is LI/prop, and there is a rule that LVorool implies

LVprop and this rule has not been tried out, then set as a subgoal to

show LI/exp is LVpropl. Finally, PS asserts that if the goal is to show

LVexp is LVprop and there are n0 mcre unused relevant rules, then this

goal has failed . This last production has the problematic condition

considered earlier (p. 108).

The patterns are matched just once at the terminal nodes. All

possible instantiations can , in prjncjp1~ , be retrieved . At the higher

nodes the instantiatlons from a number of subnodes are combined under the

constraint that they be compatible. So , for instance , consider node 2

which combines C2—— (SATISFIED LVgoall)--with C3—-(SUBGOAL LVgca~

LVgoail). C2 matches any two element structure whose first eleme”t is

SATISFIED. C3 matches any three—element structure whose first element is

SUBGOAL. However , their combination at node 2 jn the net enforces the

constraint that the second elemen t of C2 be identical with the third 
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element of C3. This serves to filter out many uossible in stant iat ions.

For this reason , the higher nodes in the matching network are called

filters. It is referred to as a data flow matching procedure because

data flows upward through the network filters.

Lower elements can flow either positively or negatively into a

filter . Whe” a positive and a negative element meet at a filter , the

filter only accepts in stantiations of the positive elements which are not

compatible with any instantiations of the negative elements . Consider

the problematical production P5. The lower fi l ter , 7, fi nd s all

instantiations of (LI/rule = (IMPLIES LVpropl LVprop)) that are not

compatible with (TRIED-OUT LI/goal LVrule). That is to say , the value

assigned by C5 to LVrule does not agree with any value assigned to LVrule

by C6. Then the higher filter , 6, finds all instantiations of CJ4=

(LVgoal = (GOA L LVprop LVexp)) that are incompatible- with what is passed

up by filter 7. That is, no instantiation of LI/prop oassed up from 7

agrees with the instantiation passed up from C14. If there are any such

iristartiations that pass filter 6, P5 will apply.

So, the data flow matcher allows us to compute more complex

conditions. It also has the obv ious virtue of avoiding redundant

matching of condition Dropositions. Since each element of a production

is separately matched , there is a potential for partial matching . We

could simply pass up a count of the number of condition propositions

matched and the number mismatched . The data—flow scheme also has the

potential for implementing top—down selection as to which productions
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will be matched . It is possible to focus processing on certain

productions by sending signal s down the matching network from these

productions enabling data to flow up from the condition nodes that

support these productions while data cannot flow from other condition

nodes. This ability for top-down focusing promises additional efficiency

and power.

This matching proposal has a host of ex oer imental predictions.

It makes predictions about what should be the ootimal way to structure

condition tests in the matching tree and what sort of experience should

create these structures. It makes a number of predictions about effects

of availabili ty of data (as influenced by frequency, recency, and

availability of information) that are in contrast to predictions cf the

earlier ACT model (see Anderso n , 1976; Ch. ~fl .  It makes interesting

predictions about interactions between top—down and bcttom—up priming

influences. It also makes some interesting predictio’~s about partial

matching results . We are setting out to test these various predictions.

10.3 Knowledge Representation

Knowledge representation is another point at which the weaknesses

of AC~W are becoming apparent. The reader faniliar with earlier

descriptior~ of ACT will notice a switch in this paper from a HAM—like

structure to a relation—plus—argument structure . In actual fact, ACTF is

implemented with the HAM knowledge syntax , but we have chosen the new

syntax for this paper in part because we judge it to be more conducive to
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exposition. It is also the case that this is the tyDe of network syntax

being projected for the new version of ACT. We are planning a

representational switch not just to facilitate caiinunication but also

because it appears to be more efficient for matching than ACT’s former

subject predicate structures. ACT ’s current representation uses a number

of levels of network structures within a single proposition. This means

that it is expensive to search a proposition to reject it as false. It

is also the case that after seven years of research we know of no data

that strongly supports these within—proposition distinctions made by the

HAM representation .

Another feature needed to make ACT’s representation more

efficient for search is to use a less homogeneous set of structures and

nodes. The fewer structural distinctions there are , the fewer distinct

nodes , the more one structure looks like the next and the harder it is to

find the structure searched for. As noted by Hayes—Roth (1977) and

Hayes—Roth and Hayes—Roth (1977) this fact is a~ argument against

attempts to decompose meaning representation into homogeneous structures

of a few semantic primitives (e.g., Norman & Rumelhart , 1975; Schank,

1975). Rather than representing terms like give, take , beg , borrow,

trade, lend , etc. at a low level where they are very similar and hence

very confusable, we want to represent these terms at a high level where

the confusability does not exist.

In fact, it seems that an important dimension of learning is for

ACT to discover and use high—level labels for frequently reappearing
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subconfigurations of patterns. So for instance , ACT should , and w’~

suppose a child does, create a concept like throw after encountering ~

repeating sequence of someone holding an obj ect. , putting his hand behind

his back , moving it rapidly forward , releasing the object , and the object

moving rapidly as a projectile. Then , ACT could reason about such events

simply as a throw and not as t.’le more complex sequence which is

confusable with grasp, lift, move, wave , and many other actions.

The extraction and labelling of common subpatter”s is hardly a

behavior restricted to children . The great deal of recent work or

prototyoe extraction (Bransford & Franks , 1971; Posner & Keele, 1970;

Reed , 1972; Neuman , 1974; Rosch & Mervis , 1975; Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth ,

1977a) gives ample testimony to the pervasiveness of this phenomenon i’’

adult learning . We also feel that it is an important component of

learning in the domains of languag e acquisition and mathematical

reasoning. In language learning such pattern extraction is critical to

identifying syntactic categories, particularly jn languages (e.g.,

Finnish , Latin) where there are numbers of declensions and conjugations

which obey differen t syntactic rules. In mathematical reasoning, it is

cr it ical to develop large subconceots (e.g., proof by induction ,

recursion , integration by parts) of what are relatively complex

operations. C),ce these mathematics patterns are formed , it is possible

to reason about them as single objects. Indeed , the reasons for pattern

extraction or chunking include all the advantages which were identified

by Miller in 1956 and documented many times subsequently (Handler , 1967;

Bower & Springston , 1970; Bower , 1975).
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The operations by which patterns are extracted are quite similar

to the operations by which production conditions evolve——i.e . ,

generalization , discrimination, composit ion , and strengthening . This

Points to the conclusion that the distinction between ACT’s declarative

component (network) and its procedural component ( productions) should be

weakened or el im inated . That is to say, the operations defined just on

the procedural component in ACTF seem also appropriate for the

declarative component.

It also seems that processes limited in the current ACT to the

declarative component are appropriate for the procedural. We have done a

number of experiments now displaying short—term memory priming effects

for procedures. It also seems that one of the principal features of

productions in ACTF, their non—inspectability, will have to be changed.

We are running into many situations where we cannot model human reasoning

or human learning without having the contents of one production open to

inspection by another production . That is, we need to allow one

production to specify in its condition aspects of another production .

The need to do this has become particularly apparent in the LISP learn ing

simulation. Here, in order to be able to plan solutions to problems, one

has to reason about what his available procedures can do. Again , the

example we have worked on concerns the recognition of LISP expressions.

Consider a too—down recognition strategy which subjects can implement.

There exists the following production which will recognize a dotted pair:

(L.Vobj (LP-LI/tokl-DOT-LVtok2-RP))
(S-EXPRESSION LI/toki)
(S-EXPRESSION LVtok2)

(DOTTED—PAIR LVobj)
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If there exists an object which entirely satisfies this definition , it

can be recognized immediately as a dotted pair. However , it is

frequently going to be the case that the nodes matching LVtokl and LVtok2

are not flagged as S—expressions. What needs to be done is to set u~

subgoals of proving these to be S—expressions. To do this , ACT must be

able to inspect this production , recognize that the action is relevant to

the goal of proving something to be a dotted—pair , recognize the

condition is partially matched , and set up the appropriate subgoals. The

only way we can do this in the current implementation is to encode the

information redundantly jn productions and network form. However, it

would seem better if the production could simply be treated as data .

We noted a similar problem in our simulation of the water jug

problem. Here we wanted to give special priority to productions which

con tained a complete solution. This requires insoecting the action of

the production and noting that the action contained the solutior. It

also requires some way to schedule the priority assigned to a production

which we think we can do by the top—down influences permitted in a data—

flow matcher .

Another reason for hav ing procedural knowledge available for

inspection is so as to be able to model the debugging process . The idea

that procedures can be del iberately inspected for “bug s” and corrected

has been oopularized by a number of Al researchers ( Brown , Borto - ,

I iausman n , Goldstein , Huggins, & Miller 1977; Goldstein , 1974; Sussxnar ,
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19(5). We do not think debugging is typical of most human learning

because it requires a considerable expertise in the area to be debugged .

We would assign most of human error correction to the discrimination

process . However , it does seem undeniable that experts arc able to

inspect their procedures, find bugs , and correct them. An example j r

hand is learning to program in the language C where all indexing is

initiated at 0 rather than 1 as is typical of a prograir~ing language.

JRA can remember very systematically reworking procedures for searching

arrays , looping , etc . to take accoun t of this fact. This clearly

requires that procedures for progr amming be inspectable. As an aside , it

is worth noting that JRA still occasionally slips into the wrong habits

even after this conscious correction . This is a nice example that

stronger , general procedures can overwhelm the weaker , specific , debugged

procedures.

The ACT book (Anderson , 1976) considered eliminating the

difference between productions and data , but rejected the possibility.

One reason for rejecting that possibility was simply an inability to see

in detail how to make the equation between productions and the

propositional network. At that time we were focused on a suggestion by

Newell to treat each link in the declarative network as an independent

production . Now , however , the proposal is to treat a production as a

data structure on the same status as a proposition . It does not seem

that there will be the sane difficulties of coherence with this proposal .

Another basis for objection was the observation that certain
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highl y overlearned procedures ( e . g . ,  knowledgt f how to socak a

language) do not seem to be inspectable as data . We still do not know

what to make of this fact. It still may serve as a basis for a different

qualitative treatment of highly overlearned productions. However , the

qualitative distinction may not be between declarative and procedural but

between intermediate degrees of overlearning versus very high degrees of

overlearning .

10.4 Final Remarks about Projected Changes

It is noteworthy that these projected changes in the ACT system

will change its performance characteristics at least as much as its

learning characteristics. This is despite the fact that the need for

such changes became apparent in modelling learning . This reinforces our

earlier remarks ( see p. 15) about the relationship between a theory of

learning and a theory of performance. It is generally acknowledged that

the design of a performance system will have strong influences on the

learning system. That is, our learning principles will be strongly

influenced by our conception of what the end product of the l earning

process is like. On the other hand , it is also the case, as just

illustrated , that work with a learning theory will affect the performance

theory. There is a complex and intimate relationship between the two .

It is preferable, and fortunately it is possible for us, to pursue both

endeavors in parallel.
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Footnotes

1. This research is supported by grants N00014-77—C—0242 from

the Office of Naval Research and NIE—G—77—0005 from the National

Institute of Education.

2. Throughout this section and subsequent sections we will be

using a knowledge representation somewhat different than the HAM—based

— representation used in earlier publications on ACT. The linearization of

this notation also avoid s man y of the infix operators previously

developed . The actual implementation of ACTF is still HAM-based with

infix linearizations. The current notation , which is more relational and

oredicate based , is being used because we feel it eases difficulties of

exposition. As we discuss in the last section (p. 115) for various

reasons this new notation is targeted for later versions of the ACT

system. In many other ways we have taken liberties in simplifying , for

exposition purposes, the structure of ACT network and productions. For

instance , nodes and variables in structures built by ACT productions are

often shown with mnemonic labels rather than the nonsense labels actually

assigned . Also technical details often essential to actual successful

implementation hav e been omitted . It is our judgment that the

simplifications help ease the communication problem without losing

an ything essential about the important conceptual points . However , for

any readers interested in such details , we have available actual list ings

of the exact mini—systems implemented and of their performance.
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3. The language analysis reflected in this production system and

some of the other production systems in this paper is quite rudimentary.

It would greatly complicate the production system to provide a more

accurate model of language analysis. Since the purpose of this system is

to illustrate the effect of instruction and not to provide a complete

language analys is model , we regard these simplifications as justified .

4. There are certain constraints on this INTERSECTING condition

as that it cannot pass through nodes like AT—TIME.

a
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